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A COMPUTER SIMULATION MODEL
OF LAND USE DYNAMICS IN THE STATE OF OREGON

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One needs only to glance at the daily newspaper or watch the six

o'clock news to be made aware of the ever-increasing complexity of

the fabric of our society. Expanding populations, diminishing re-

sources, economic instability, and environmental degradation seem to

have joined forces to create a climate of rising stress and uncer-

tainty about the future of mankind. Many learned men of our time

have sought to analyze our social, environmental, technological and

political institutions--to unravel the intricate relationships that

link these institutions--and finally, to offer their advice as to

the directions we should proceed in order to reduce the stress and

bring order out of impending chaos (1,2,3,4,5,6).

Have the efforts to date been successful? To some extent they

probably have; however, perhaps it is more important to ask, "will

similar efforts be successful in the future?" Because not only is

the world changing, it is changing so rapidly that we often find

ourselves in a state of "future shock. "1 It would seem, then, that

the perpetuation of our society depends to a large degree on our

'In 1965, Alvin Toffler coined the phrase "future shock" to
describe the shattering stress and disorientation that is induced in
individuals when they are subjected to too much change in too short

a time (7, p. 109).
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ability to successfully cope with change: to control or manage the

rate of change whenever possible; to insure that the adaptability

of our institutions keeps pace with the rate of change; and finally,

to avoid making large-scale irreversible changes which would surely

limit our future options (8).

Who shall see to it that the general strategies we follow, the

policies we adopt, and the specific courses of action we embark on

will permit us to adequately cope with change? I would suggest that

there have emerged two fundamental "estates" that share a dual re-

sponsibility in the realm of public policy formulation: the adminis-

trative/political estate and the scientific/professional estate.
2

The administrative/political estate is, for all practical pur-

poses, "government"--the grand sum of all branches and all levels of

government. This is the estate we hold responsible for determining

what society's goals are and for ensuring that the goals are attained.

The "political process" is the instrument we rely on for goal iden-

tification and clarification, and it is the "bureaucracy" we turn to

for goal implementation. The members of this estate are predominantly

concerned with the exercise of power and are thus constitutionally

required to submit to the ultimate decision of the electorate. The

scientific/professional estate, on the other hand, is charged with

2
Price ( 9) views these as four different estates; however,

since it is the relationship between the administrative and profes-
sional estates that is principally relevant to this research, Price's
four estates have been aggregated into two.
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discovering truth, building a body of knowledge and "applying them

to the concrete and practical affairs of men" ( 9, p. 122). Func-

tionally, the members of this estate are more concerned with the

search for truth than with power and action, and are therefore per-

mitted considerable freedom of self-government.

Clearly, the two estates described are not pure entities, but

rather form the end points in a continuous spectrum (see Figure 1-1).

Freedom of

Self-regulation
4

Constitutional Axis

Scientific/Professional
Estate

Truth

and Knowledge

--110
Responsibility

to Electorate

pm.

Administrative/Political
Estate

Functional Axis
it

Power

and Action

Figure 1-1. Estates sharing responsibility in the realm of public
policy formulation.

The increasing complexity of the issues confronting society in the

last half century seems to have been accompanied by a reduction in the

degree of polarization between the two estates in the formulation
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and implementation of public policy. The administrative/political

estate has found itself relying more and more heavily on the tools

of science and technology in an effort to anticipate, rather than

merely react to change. Daniel Bell views this growing reliance

on the men of knowledge as one of the defining characteristics of

the emerging post-industrial society:

"To say that the major institutions of the new society
will be intellectual is to say that production and business
decisions will be subordinated to, or will derive from,
other forces in society; that the crucial decisions regard-
ing the growth of the economy and its balance will come
from government, but they will be based on the government's
sponsorship of research and development . . . that the

making of decisions because of the intricately linked
nature of their consequences, will have an increasingly
technical character [italics mine] . . ." (10, p. 30).

As a consequence of this expanding role, the scientific/pro-

fessional community is, Drucker warns us, incurring an ever-

increasing obligation to wield the power of knowledge in a respon-

sible manner:

"The learned may have more knowledge than the rest
of us, but learning rarely confers wisdom. . . They are
no different than any other group that ever before entered
into power. They too believe that they owe their position
to their virtue and need no other justification than the
'purity of their intentions' . . . but the men of know-
ledge, too, will find out that power can be justified
only through responsibility." (1, p. 373).

The goal of this research is to use one element of the scien-

tific/professional estate's body of Knowledge to help solve contem-

porary problems faced by the administrative/political estate. The

element is dynamic computer simulation and the contemporary problems

are those associated with land use planning. The computer simula-

tion model developed herein is intended to:
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(1) equip state level decision-makers with a better insight

into dynamic behavior of the complex socio-economic systems they

must regulate, and

(2) provide them with one more means of estimating the likely

consequences or outcomes associated with various policies and/or

scenarios.

For, as Toffler put it (11; p. 469,471):

"We are in a race between rising levels of uncertainty

produced by the acceleration of change, and the need for

reasonably accurate images of what at any instant is the

most probable future . . Only when decision-makers are

armed with better forecasts of future events, when by suc-

cessive approximation we increase the accuracy of forecast,

will our attempts to manage change improve perceptibly.

For reasonably accurate assumptions about the future are

a precondition for understanding the potential consequences

of our actions. And without such understanding, the man-

agement of change is impossible."

The second chapter presents an historical perspective of the

dynamics of land use in Oregon. Chapter three contains a summary

of the simulation methodology employed. The land use simulation

model is developed and documented in Chapter four and tested in

Chapter five. Chapter six contains conclusions drawn as a result

of the work as a whole.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF LAND USE IN OREGON

Throughout recorded history human populations have found it expe-

dient, if not necessary, to evaluate the economic potential of their

inhabited area and to then organize their lives around the natural

environment according to the available skills and acceptable values

of the culture. This process of adaptation has been accompanied by

a deformation of the pristine landscape that seems to have increased

in degree with the length of occupation, the growth of the population,

and the advance of technology. Wherever men have lived, they have

operated to alter the land, be it to their ultimate boon or bane. The

inhabitants of the State of Oregon, past and present, are in no way

exceptions to this behavioral pattern.

1) The Past

The first native inhabitants of Oregon were Indians, whose

limited numbers, primitive technology and cultural values combined

to produce a minimal alteration of the landscape. "They were without

science. They never invented the wheel or learned the uses of the

lever. They did not grow things in the earth; they only harvested

what nature grew" (12, p. 23). Survival demanded almost total adap-

tation to the natural environment, so it is not surprising that there

were distinct differences between the early Indian inhabitants of the

coastal region, the Willamette Valley, and eastern Oregon.
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Along the seacoast and lower Columbia River dwelt the "Canoe

Indians," so named because they were dependent on log canoes for a

predominantly seafood subsistence. These tribes constructed substan-

tial wooden houses since the climate was temperate and there was no

need to pursue game over wide areas. The natives east of the Cas-

cade Mountains were "Horse Indians," who were dependent on ponies

for a predominantly hunting subsistence. Their relatively primitive

(and usually portable) housing was indicative of their nomadic na-

ture, which was in part an adaptation to the climatic extremes of

the region. In the valleys between coastal and eastern Oregon lived

an amalgam of "Canoe" and "Horse" Indians who, though they often

employed horses, were heavily dependent on the canoe for transporta-

tion and fishing.
3

The white man first set foot in Oregon in 1775, and for the

next 60 years the region was the joint domain of the indigenous Indi-

ans and explorers, mountain men and fur traders. These intrepid

entrepreneurs had a profound impact on the economically important

species of wildlife; they did little, however, to alter the face of

the landscape save for the few forts and trading posts they construc-

ted along the Columbia River. But reports of the rich land of "Oregon

Country" were not falling on deaf ears, and between 1830 and 1840 the

first farms were established in the Willamette Valley. Hall Jackson

3It is interesting to note that the character of the land and

climate of these three distinct regions still influences, though to

a lesser degree, the life style of present day Oregonians.
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Kelley, a visitor in 1834 wrote (13, p. 30,31):

"In beauty of scenery, fertility of soil, and other
natural advantages, no portion of our country surpasses
that which is found upon the Willamette. The whole

valley of this river abounds in white oak and other

valuable timber. Fringes of trees grow along the mar-
gin of the stream, and back of these are rich bottom
lands of prairie ground of inexhaustible fertility,
and adorned with all the wealth of vegetation. From

these prairies, which are sometimes a few rods and
sometimes several miles wide, often rise round, iso-
lated hills heavily wooded and presenting a lovely
contrast to the sea of grass and flowers from which

they spring. . . The valley of the Willamette is the
finest country I ever saw, whether for the gratifica-
tion of the eye or the substantial comforts of life,
for all the natural elements of wealth or for its
adaptation to the wants and happiness of civilized
man. It declares to the intelligent observer, beyond
the power of doubt, that it is intended to be the
habitation of myriads of civilized and happy men."

The response to this kind of publicity was a steady influx of

overland wagon trains of settlers throughout the 1840's. The Cali-

fornia gold rush of 1849 was the genesis of Oregon's first export

market for agricultural products, and was instrumental in spurring

industrial and commercial development in the region. In 1848 the

"city" of Portland consisted of a handful of rough hewn houses and

cabins; in two short years it had grown to over 250 houses, eighteen

stores, and several mills, and boasted numerous cargo ships along

the waterfront.

4It is also interesting to note that much of this description is

perfectly apt in 1975; the arrival of the happy "myriads" is certainly
still looked for, albeit apprehensively, by present day Oregonians.
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In 1850 the Federal Congress passed the first land use legis-

lation in the Oregon Territory. Known as the "Donation Land Law,"

it granted 320 acres to each adult white male who had arrived before

1850, and it allowed 640 acres (one square mile) to a man and his

wife. Land grants to settlers arriving between 1850 and 1853 were

only half those of their predecessors (160 acres for unmarried males

and 320 acres for married couples)(14). By 1855 nearly all of the

prime agricultural land in the Willamette, Rogue, and Umpqua valleys

was homesteaded.

Throughout the next one hundred years, steadily rising rates

of immigration, economic growth, and technical progress made their

mark on the Oregon countryside. The railroad boom of the late 19th

century opened up the "Inland Empire" of Eastern Oregon to wheat

ranchers, cattlemen, and sheepmen. The turn of the century marked

the birth of a thriving lumber industry in the valley and coastal

regions. It also heralded the beginning of a steady migration to

the cities, particularly in the Willamette Valley. As the valley's

population was increasing from 200,000 in 1900 to 1,700,000 in 1960,

the fraction of people living on farms was decreasing from two-

thirds to one-third. The burgeoning population, combined with the

trend toward urban and suburban living resulted in the conversion

of large areas of prime agricultural land to residential and com-

mercial uses.

One of the many growing environmental concerns of Oregonians in

the 1960's was the rapidly changing land use patterns in the state.
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Again, the problem was most acute in the Willamette Valley, where

70 percent of the state's population resides on 15 percent of the

land. In order to meet the increasing demand for new homes, housing

developments had sprawled into the farm land surrounding cities and

towns. Roads had multiplied to keep pace with the rapidly expanding

automobile population. The energy required to make the suburban

areas accessible to major industrial, commercial, and educational

centers had increased dramatically, as had the attendant air pollu-

tion, congestion and noise.

Residents of the valley

. . . had reason to fear that Portland would ultimately
merge with Salem, and Salem with Eugene to make one con-
tinuous conurbation, a nightmare of tract homes, clogged
highways, factories and commercial strips. For a vision

on the future, valley citizens had only to look south-
ward to California's Santa Clara Valley near San
Francisco, or the San Fernando Valley outside Los

Angeles." (15, p. 15).

In 1967 Hector Macpherson
5

told an urban-rural conference at

Oregon State University,

"We must plan. . . Visualize the alternative: a
valley where neighbor encroaches on neighbor, a land
unproductive agriculturally where hunger and want must
surely follow, a land defiled and unsightly, a monu-
ment to man's greed and shortsightedness. . ." (16, p. 11),

It was clear, at least to Macpherson, that man's deformation of the

pristine landscape was rapidly approaching an unacceptable level, and

in 1969 his concerns were institutionalized in Senate Bill 10 (17).

5A progressive dairy farmer, chairman of the Linn County Plan-
ning Commissioner and later State Senator.
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This bill stipulated that any county which failed to adopt an ade-

quate comprehensive plan by the end of 1971 would have such a plan

formulated for them by the executive branch of state government.

As counties attempted to implement Senate Bill 10, a bitter

struggle ensued between the "developers" and the "preservers" of

the land. The developers felt the restrictions imposed by the

legislation were economically untenable, while the preservers con-

tended that the provisions of the bill were entirely inadequate

for the task at hand. Following his election to the Senate in 1971,

Macpherson guided a two-year legislative assault on the land use

problem, which culminated when Governor Tom McCall presented the

issue to the 57th Legislative Assembly of the State:

"There is a shameless threat to our environment, and
to the whole quality of life, the unfettered despoiling
of the land. Sagebrush subdivisions, coastal condomania,
and the ravenous rampage of suburbia in the Willamette
Valley all threaten to mock Oregon's status as the en-
vironmental model for the nation. We are in dire need
of a state land-use policy, new subdivision laws, and new
standards for planning and zoning by cities and counties.
The interests of Oregon for today and in the future must
be protection from the grasping wastrels of the land." (18, p. 2)

2) The Present

The 1973 legislature responded to Governor McCall's impassioned

plea by passing a fairly significant package of land use legisla-

tion. Senate Bill 100 (19), the key element in the package, estab-

lished a State Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC).

The LCDC, appointed by the Governor, was charged with formulating

land use planning "goals and guidelines" to be implemented through
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the comprehensive plans, ordinances and regulations of local gov-

ernment. The LCDC was also given permit authority to regulate such

"activities of statewide significance" as the siting of public

schools, solid waste disposal facilities, public transportation sys-

tems, and other elements of the service sector. The companion

legislation, which received less media attention than Senate Bill

100 but which may have far-reaching effects, provides measures

which: protect the consumer when land is being purchased; revitalize

farm use zoning and tax deferrals; incorporate important advances

in subdivision law; return the primary planning responsibility to

the city and county governing bodies; and authorize the adoption of

a statewide uniform building code.

In December, 1974 the LCDC adopted "Statewide Planning Goals

and Guidelines" following a series of citizen participation work-

shops and public hearings (20). The goals, which are not assigned

relative priorities, deal with the following subjects: citizen in-

volvement in the planning process; land use planning as a basis for

all decisions related to the use of land; preservation and protec-

tion of agricultural lands; conservation of forest lands for forest

uses; conservation and protection of open spaces, historic and

scenic areas, and natural resources; maintenance and improvement

of the quality of the state's air, water and land resources; pro-

tection of life and property from natural hazards and disasters;

satisfaction of the recreational needs of the citizens of the state

and visitors; diversification and improvement of the state's
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economy; meeting the housing needs of the citizens of the state;

utilization of public facilities and services as a framework for

urban and rural development; provision of a safe, convenient and

economic transportation system; the conservation of energy; orderly

and efficient urbanization of rural land.

Each of these broad, comprehensive goal statements is accom-

panied by a set of "guidelines," which are to act as aids to local

governments in activating the goals. Some of the guidelines are

intended to help bring local comprehensive plans into conformance

with the goal statements, while others relate to the process of

actually implementing the goals once the plans have been dealt with.

3. The Future

A careful examination of the LCDC's goals and guidelines

raises several interesting questions about the prospects for the

future. Since no priority has been assigned to the fourteen indi-

vidual goals, which are often conflicting or even mutually exclu-

sive, to what extent do they provide a technically sound and poli-

tically feasible framework for planning by local government? Who

will determine the degree to which LCDC's goals and guidelines are

in consonance or conflict with the existing statutory goals and

guidelines of other federal, state and local agencies, and how will

the conflicts be resolved? What combinations of state-level poli-

cies are most likely to contribute to the achievement of the goals

at the local level? Can the probable social, economic, and
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environmental impacts of various land use policies be predicted and

the potentially adverse consequences avoided or minimized?

If decision makers are to be "successful" in influencing land

use dynamics in Oregon, they must be able to address questions such

as these; and, in order to address these questions, they must have

some insight into the behavior of the complex socio-economic systems

of which they are an integral part. In an attempt to provide the

decision maker with another means of improving this insight, the

Willamette Simulation Unit has developed a large scale computer

simulation model of man's activity in the State of Oregon.
6

The

land use component of the model is the subject of this research.

6
The Willamette Simulation Unit is one of two elements of an

interdisciplinary research project sponsored by the Rockefeller
Foundation entitled "Man and His Activities as They Relate to
Environmental Quality." Chapter 3 provides an overview of the

project and summarizes the methodology employed.
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CHAPTER III

SYSTEMS SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

"General Systems Theory," pioneered by Boulding (21), von Berta-

lanffy (22) et al., has probably provided the scientific community

with its first truly interdisciplinary paradigm.
7

This paradigm con-

sists of a large and growing number of "systems approaches" which,

though they differ considerably from one another in purpose, concep-

tual framework and technique, have one attribute in common; they all

differ from classic analytical procedures in that:

(1) the interactions between the parts of a true "system" cannot

always be neglected when describing the behavior of any part, and

(2) the sum of the behavior of the parts does not, in general,

represent the behavior of the "system."

From among the many "systems approaches" available, one approach was

selected for this research: computer simulation modeling.

7A paradigm is defined by Kuhn as a body of ". . . accepted
examples of actual scientific practice--examples which include law,
theory, application and instrumentation . . ." which serve to ". . .

define the legitimate problems and methods of a research field for

succeeding generations of practitioners. . . ." In order to qualify

as a paradigm, the works which make up this body must share two essen-

tial characteristics; their achievements must be ". . . sufficiently
unprecedented to attract an enduring group of adherents away from com-

peting modes of scientific activity. . . ." and simultaneously, must

be ". . . sufficiently open-ended to leave all sorts of problems for

the redefined group of practitioners to resolw." (23, p. 10).
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Perhaps at this point it would be appropriate to make explicit

the present author's interpretation of three words that have been

used in so many different contexts that there seems to exist no

single, universally accepted definition: system, model and simulation.

Certainly, the word "system" would have to be included in our soci-

ety's current collection of catchwords, and definitions of "system"

or "the systems approach" are ubiquitous (for example, see 22, p. 1;

24, p. 52; 25, p. 1; and 26, p. 50). The following interpretation

of the word system is applicable to this research:

System. A collection of interacting components,

elements or entities in the real world, viewed

as having a unifying purpose.

This interpretation is quite broad, to be sure, but any attempt

to be more specific seems to require a description of the elements

themselves, the nature of the interactions, or the purpose of the

system. Such a description is really a "model."

Systems may be classified as open or closed. A closed system

is not affected by exogenous influences (i.e. actions taking place

outside the system boundaries do not affect the system's behavior).

An open system does respond to external influences.

Open systems may be further classified as fixed or variable

structure. Fixed structure systems are those whose elements and

interactions are fixed for all time. The elements and interaction

of variable structure systems, on the other hand, may change with

time as the system seeks to compensate for or adapt to changing

external influences.
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As with the word "system," the word "model" has many interpre-

tations (for example, see 27, p. 4q; 28, p. 8; 29, p. 8; and 30, P.

3).
8

Model. A comprehensive mathematical statement which

describes the system elements and the theory of their

interactions.

Mathematical models may be classified as static or dynamic,

causal or non-causal, deterministic or stochastic, and analytic

or numeric.

A static model describes the relationship between system com-

ponents only when the system is in static equilibrium (i.e. at rest).

A dynamic model is capable of describing non-equilibrium activity in

the system. (i.e. model variables are allowed to be functions of

the independent variable time.)

Causal models are able to account for the effects on one system

element that are a direct result of the actions of other elements.

They are characterized by a structure that is based upon formal

theories or hypotheses which attempt to explain why things are as

they are. They provide the analyst with a tool he can use to study

the system's behavior given alte "riative as sumptions concerning its

8
There are, of course, other generic classifications of models,

such as mental models, verbal models, physical models, etc. These

examples all refer specifically to "mathematical models," which enjoy
one specific advantage; they allow the modeler to capitalize on the

speed and accuracy with which the computer is able to process and
store large quantities of information.
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structure and exogenous influences. Non-causal models fall into two

major sub-categories, naive prediction models and correlative models.

Naive prediction models assume that the future response of the system

will continue to follow an historical trend. These represent little

more than extrapolations, since they recognize no interaction between

any of the system elements. Correlative models interrelate several

variables on the basis of past performance, generally by means of

multivariate regression. They are based simply on correlation among

past events and are limited in their usefulness to estimating one set

of characteristics of a system on the basis of observations of another.

If some of the variables in the model are random variables, the

model is said to be stochastic. Otherwise the model is deterministic.

Models may be predominantly stochastic or deterministic depending on

the sensitivity of the model to its random variations.

The equations that constitute a model may be solved analytically,

or it may be necessary to solve them numerically, depending primarily

on their mathematical complexity. Only the simplest models, consist-

ing of a few linear equations, are generally solvable by analytic

techniques. Large models, containing many nonlinear equations, re-

quire the use of numerical methods.

And finally the word "simulation," which though it is probably

not used by as large a group of people, has nevertheless been subjec-

ted to numerous interpretations (for example, see 31, p. 17; 32, p. 10;

33, p. 5; and 34, p. 9):
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Simulation. Utilization of a computer to study the

behavior of the model, and by inference the behavior

of the system.

Simulation is the process of (1) translating the model's mathe-

matical equations into the appropriate computer language, and (2) per-

forming a series of experiments on the model which are "designed to

yield the kind, quantity and quality of data necessary to draw valid

conclusions relative to the purpose of the investigation" (34, p. 9).

The system, the model, and the simulation are envisioned as

being related to each other in the manner illustrated in Figure 3-1.

Conceptual
translation

Model

(an abstraction
of the

real world) Programming
translation

Knowledge
%"translation"

Simulation

(an abstraction
of the
model)

Figure 3-1. Relationship between the system, model and simulation.
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The real world system is observed by the model builder, who

translates his conception of what the system "looks like" and how

it "behaves" into mathematical form. Then the mathematical rela-

tionships which make up the model are further translated into a

format that is suitable for computer solution.

There are several important characteristics of the simulation

process that should be kept in mind when evaluating the simulation

results. First, simulation really consists of two translations

"in series," and the degree to which the simulation replicates the

observed behavior of the real world system depends on the validity

and accuracy of both translations. The success of the first trans-

lation really depends on how much is known and understood about the

system being modeled. The success of the second translation depends

on the selection and correct application of appropriate computational

techniques.

Second, it should be stressed that each translation is a "one-to-

many" relationship. That is, for every real world system there are

many models which could be devised, and the choice will (or should)

depend on the objectives of the modeler. Once a model has been de-

vised, there are then alternative ways of translating it into a simu-

lation. There is usually less latitude in this choice, which will

depend largely on the nature of the model and on the availability of

computing equipment.

Finally, the broken arrow indicates the role the simulation plays

(hopefully) in the real world. Studying the behavior of the model
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improves our understanding of how the real world functions, and

this knowledge is "translated" into better real world decisions.

In late 1972, Oregon State University embarked on an inter-

disciplinary research program entitled "Man's Activities as Related

to Environmental Quality." Sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation

the program had three broad goals:

1. To produce research results useful to the people of Oregon

as they make choices relative to environmental quality and economic

growth;

2. To enhance the capacity of Oregon State University to deal

with problems of environmental quality, currently and in the future;

3. To provide experience for numerous students (including the

present author) who are majoring in many different departments in

working with multiple disciplines and systems analysis.

One of the specific objectives of the program was the development

of a computer simulation model of the State of Oregon. The remainder

of this chapter will present a summary of the methodology employed

by the Willamette Simulation Unit in the development of the Oregon

State Simulation Model (OSSIM), and a brief description of the model

components and interactions.
9

1) Computer simulation modeling: A systems approach

Computer simulation modeling of a system is viewed as a flexible,

9Much of this information is also contained in the Willamette

Simulation Unit's Interim Report of November, 1974 (35).
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iterative problem investigation process that includes formulation

of a problem, development of a mathematical simulation model, testing

and refinement of the model, and finally employment of the simula-

tion to arrive at potential "solutions" to the problem. This process

is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 3.2.

As the arrows indicate, the general procedure is to progress

from the problem definition stage to the model application stage;

however, the reverse arrows indicate the iterative nature of the

entire process. That is, the approach explicitly recognizes the

importance of using the accumulated information available at one

stage to go back and modify or even repeat a previous stage. For

example, results of model testing, when presented to and discussed

with key decision makers, may lead to restructuring of the model or

possibly even to redefinition of the problem.

1.1) Problem Formulation. The concerns expressed in chapters one

and two illustrate the general nature of the "problems" the program

was to address. A somewhat more specific "problem definition" was

advanced in the program research proposal.

"The Pacific Northwest, generally, provides an
excellent opportunity for coming to grips with the
complex problems of environmental quality in a techno-
logically oriented society. The natural resources of
the region make it one of rare natural beauty and

economic opportunity. The growth of population of the
region, with existing technology and pattern of life,

are resulting in a deterioration of environmental

quality. In addition, parts of the region face the
problem of maintaining adequate social services in the
face of sparse and declining population.
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(1)

PROBLEM DEFINITION

A

V

(2)

MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND SIMULATION

(3)

MODEL REFINEMENT AND TESTING

vor

(4)

MODEL APPLICATION

A

OUTPUTD

Figure 3-2. Computer simulation as an iterative problem
investigation process (after Manetsch, et al. (36))
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"Thus the region may well provide all of the elements
of the classic social problems of environmental quality
in an industrial society: (1) an area of diverse natural
beauty, (2) a desire for economic growth, and (3) highly
concentrated population in certain parts of the region,
but very sparse population elsewhere. All of the above
elements can also be found in Oregon." (37, p. 1,2).

And as the process illustrated in Figure 3-2 progressed, the "problem"

was further narrowed down to a continuously evolving list of typical

questions that might be answered by the research. For example:
10

1. What are the forces determining movement of people within

Oregon and between Oregon and other states?

2. How should the state cope with the visibility problem in the

Willamette Valley?

3. Where should economic growth take place if at all? East or

West? How do [and/or should] we promote growth in the East to lure

Valley people out? Is Oregon becoming a place for residences of con-

sumers rather than of producers and employees?

4. How can land use be controlled in the context of local gov-

ernment planning and market mechanisms? How do you control the land

market? How do you get the market to operate within environmental

limits?

10Questions one through five are from a larger list of specific
problems and questions identified by project personnel in early

November, 1972 (38). Questions six and seven are samples from a
set of questions raised by Mr. Tom Current, Economic Development
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Portland, Oregon in

March 1974 (39).
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5. How does social stratification take place in Oregon? Is

it different between the East and West? What is the impact of

stratification on solving social, economic and political problems?

6. What would happen to employment, family income, population

growth, air pollution, open space, population dispersion, trans-

portation facilities and modes, etc. if:

(a) Non-manufacturing economic activity were increased 3%

per year and manufacturing activities were held to 1% increase

per year?

(b) Forest products and food processing industry were held

static at present levels in the Willamette Valley and allowed to

increase elsewhere?

(c) Industrialization increased at [a rate] 1% greater

than the national average in Coastal, S. Oregon, and E. Oregon,

and 1% less than the national average in the Willamette Valley?

7. How much land area will be required for new (1) industry,

(2) residents, (3) commerce if growth is at the national rate? %

above the national rate? % below the national rate?

1.2) Mathematical Modeling and Simulation. The first task in develop-

ing the model was to define or describe the real world "system" to be

simulated. In this case, the system entities included such things

as the people, the capital stock, the land, the transportation and

energy facilities, the atmospheric pollutants, etc. in the State of

Oregon. The inter-relationships involving these elements included
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such activities as migration of people, production of goods and

services, changing land uses, generation and dispersion of pollu-

tants, etc. The system was viewed as being dynamic and cybernetic

in nature and was assumed to be bounded by the geographic borders

of the state.
11

The second task was to construct a mathematical model which

represented the structure and dynamic behavior of this system in

an attempt to answer some or all of the questions raised in the

problem formulation phase.

As is the case with any undertaking of this magnitude, there

were other constraints which dictated, to a large degree, many

characteristics of the simulation model:

1. The participants in the project represented a variety

of disciplines and a wide range of mathematical skill levels.

Following a series of introductory lectures, Forrester's nota-

tion system (25), provided a common language and increased the

likelihood that model components built by different partici-

pants would be compatible with one another.

2. Inasmuch as the entire process was to involve con-

siderable interaction with state level decision makers with

diverse backgrounds, the mathematical complexity of the model

the term "dynamic" implies that it is the performance of the

system as a function of time that is of interest. The term "cyber-

netic" (from the Greek Xl.*.EpVTflS or "steersman") implies that the

feedback of information that is either indicative of the state of

the system or is supplied by an exogenous source is instrumental in

controlling or regulating the behavior of the system (40).
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was minimized wherever possible.

3. In light of the highly iterative nature of the pro-

cess, it was felt the simulation format should be flexible so

that changes in the model structure suggested at a later date

could easily be incorporated.

4. The availability of a CDC 3300 digital computer dic-

tated a discrete-time simulation, and put an upper bound on

the overall size of the model.

Operating within these constraints, the structure of the model was

then hypothesized, utilizing the combined experience and judgment

of the participants augmented by inputs from other professionals

and key decision makers.

The initial step in model construction was the determination

of an appropriate spatial resolution and time horizon for the model.

Since many of the questions raised in the problem formulation stage

centered on differences between the Willamette Valley and the rest

of Oregon, the state was divided into three geographic regions:

the Willamette Valley, the Coastal Region and Eastern Oregon. (See

Figure 3-3.) While the general boundaries of these regions are

primarily related to the physical geography of the state, it was

clear that these regions also differed from one another in many

other respects (e.g. climate, economic base, population density,

etc.). In order to facilitate assembling the wide variety of data

required, the specific boundaries were drawn to coincide with county

lines. The 36 counties of the state were aggregated to form the
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Figure 3-3. The three regions of the State of Oregon.
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regions as follows:

Willamette Valley Coastal Region Eastern Oregon

Benton Clatsop Baker Lake

Clackamas Columbia Crook Malheur

Lane Coos Deschutes Morrow

Linn Curry Gilliam Sherman

Marion Douglas Grant Umatilla

Multnomah Jackson Harney Union

Polk Josephine Hood River Wallowa

Washington Lincoln Jefferson Wasco

Yamhill Tillamook Klamath Wheeler

The maximum time horizon for the model is fifty years (1970 -

2020). A much shorter time horizon (one to five years) was not con-

sidered appropriate since the questions raised in the problem defini-

tion phase involved long run projections. A time horizon in excess

of fifty years was also considered inappropriate since the accumu-

lation of technological and institutional changes that could occur

over that time span would require nearly total discounting of the

value of the model's output.

The next step was the identification within the system of groups

of elements which were functionally related and which formed logical

"components" or sub-models, e.g. demographic component, economic

component, land use component, etc. Each component was viewed as

a "black box" with inputs and outputs as illustrated in Figure 3-4.

Dynamic Inputs are those supplied by other components; their values

are updated at each time step (e.g. demand for residential land from

the demographic component). Dynamic Outputs are calculated at each

time step in the component; some are information outputs only and

some "feed back" to other components as dynamic inputs (e.g. supply
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Dynamic
Inputs

Policy and Scenario
Inputs

Data Inputs

Dynamic
Outputs

Figure 3-4. System component viewed as a "black box."

of agricultural land to the economic component). Policy Inputs

represent actions or activities the decision maker (or other model

user) can determine himself or can directly influence in the real

world (e.g. Property tax rate). Scenario Inputs account for situa-

tions he cannot directly influence but are parameters he might like

to see changed frequently in order to create "what if . . ." scen-

arios (e.g. interest rate). And finally, Data Inputs are fixed

inputs whose values are determined by the modeler, but which can be

changed in the event better data become available (e.g. initial con-

ditions).
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The third step was the definition of variables that represented

the elements within each component and described their interactions.

State variables (hereafter referred to as "levels," after Forrester

(25)) are those variables that are both necessary and sufficient to

describe the current state of the system; i.e. they summarize the

cumulative history of the system and determine its immediate future.

"Rate" variables represent actions in the system that result in

changes of the levels; the rates do not depend upon their own past

value (i.e. they have no "memory" as do levels) and cannot directly

influence other rates. "Auxiliary" variables are all other variables

in the simulation; they include constants, algebraic combinations of

levels and/or other auxiliaries used to determine rates, output vari-

ables, exogenously supplied input variables, etc.

The fourth step was the writing of a series of algebraic and

difference equations which combined the level, rate and auxiliary

variables in such a way that they represented the structure and dy-

namic behavior of the components. This step included the assignment

of values to all coefficients, the establishment of the initial con-

dition of the levels, and the determination of the solution time

interval.

Finally, the equations were programmed (in FORTRAN IV) for solu-

tion on the digital computer. This entailed insuring that the com-

ponents were compatible with one another and required that a "command

processor" routine be developed for accepting inputs, controlling the

sequence of computations, and generating appropriately identified

outputs.
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1.3) Model Refinement and Testing. The ultimate objective of this

stage is to establish the "credibility" of the simulation.
12

Mihram

(41) has summarized the attributes of a simulation which make it

credible to individuals from differing disciplines (industrial engin-

eers, management scientists, operational researchers, and systems

scientists). While the attributes identified by each group do re-

flect variations in disciplinary raison cr. etre, they also seem to

share the following salient observations:

1. That the credibility of any model (and the associated simu-

lation) must be determined in the same context as was the

intended purpose of the model.

2. The model must be subjected to critical evaluation by per-

forming "verification" and "validation" tests.13

Verification is the iterative process of running the simulation,

comparing the outputs with those the model would produce it it had

been programmed as intended, and then correcting faults in the pro-

gram until the results are internally consistent with the model's

structure--a process colloquially referred to as "de-bugging."

12Simular credibility is defined by Mihram (41, p. 1221) as: "1.
The degree of belief in the responses emanating from a computerised
model; 2. A mental summation of a computerised model's verification

and its validation tests."

13Fishman and Kiviat (42) first identified verification and
validation as two separate areas of concern. Mihram (43) and McLeod

(44) have expanded on the conceptual distinction between the two and
Mihram (29) outlines some techniques for performing both kinds of

tests.
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Verification does not involve comparing the behavior of the model

with the behavior of the system; the model structure is assumed at

this point to be "correct" if the results don't offend the modeler's

common sense or contradict his a priori knowledge of how it should

behave if programmed correctly. Thus, verification is primarily

concerned with the accuracy of the model-to-simulation translation

depicted in Figure 3-1.

Once the model has been verified, sensitivity testing is per-

formed.
14

This phase involves varying key parameters (data and policy/

scenario input variables) about a baseline value by a prescribed

amount and observing the trajectories of the elements of the perform-

ance vector (output variables). The parameters whose variations cause

the greatest overall departure from the baseline are assumed to be

those to which the model is most "sensitive." For example, let

P = baseline value of the jth parameter to be tested

6=fractionalperturbatimof P .(i.e. the perturbed
value of the jth parameter is P.*(14-c.)

N = number of performance variables

VB
i
= baseline value of the ith performance variable

(measured at simulation time t)

V
ij

= value of the ith performance variable after per-
turbing P. (measured at simulation time t).

14
Most authors treat sensitivity testing as an optional element

of model validation (for example, see Hermann (45) and Miller (46)).
The present author views sensitivity testing as an independent pro-
cedure that can (and should) be performed before attempting to estab-
lish model validity.
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Then, I. E
-VB. 2

13 1

i=1
VB.

Thus, I, is the RMS value of the fractional variation of the N
3

performance variables measured at time t in the jth sensitivity run;

it reduces the N-dimensional performance space to an absolute, one-

dimensional measure of sensitivity. A Sensitivity Index (S.), which

provides a relative numerical measure of sensitivity of the model

to changes in the jth parameter, is then calculated:
15

S. E I./E..
3 3 3

Once the model has been verified and tested for sensitivity, its

validity must be determined. Unfortunately, there seems to be no con-

sensus of opinion among current researchers as to which is the "right"

way to conduct validation tests on large scale socio-economic models

such as the OSSIM. Most authors agree that a "valid" model is one

which mimes the behavior of the real world system; the disagreements

center on such issues as:

(1) what measurements of real world activity (past and present)

should be used as the basis for comparison with the model's

predictions (of the future)?

(2) how accurately and rigorously must the model "mimic" the

real world system to be deemed valid?

(3) can (or should) the model's predictive ability be compared

15See Shaibly and Levine (47) for an alternative technique for
testing the sensitivity of multiparameter simulation models.
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with alternative means of making projections into the future?

If so, how can this be accomplished?

(4) what is the real significance of a model "passing" a valid-

ation test? of "failing" one?

The answer to each of these questions depends, to a large degree,

on the purpose of the model. The purpose of the OSSIM is to help

decision makers understand the dynamic behavior of complex socio-

economic systems and to provide them with an additional means for

estimating how these systems are likely to respond to various policies.

The initial criterion for determining the validity of the OSSIM will

be face validity, defined by Hermann (45, p. 221) as ". . . the sub-

jective estimates of experimenters, observers or human participants

as to the correspondence between the model's operation and their per-

ception of the actual phenomena which the game or simulation repre-

sent." Clearly, the degree to which face validity tests can contri-

bute to the establishment of model credibility is limited; however,

as testing progresses it is anticipated that more explicit validity

criteria which are consistent with the model's purpose will be identi-

fied and employed.

When significant discrepancies exist between the "model's opera-

tion" and the observers' "perception of actual phenomena," the dis-

crepancies become the basis for modifying the structure of the model.

If the discrepancy cannot be resolved, then our understanding of how

the real world system functions is deficient (i.e. the system-to-model

translation in Figure 3-1 is either inaccurate or incomplete). Hope-

fully, the nature of the discrepancy will give some clue as to where
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the deficiency lies and the results of sensitivity testing will indi-

cate which parameters are most likely to influence the outcome.

1.4) Model Application. The "final" phase of the process, model

application, involves the interaction that occurs between the model

builder and key decision makers after (or perhaps even during) model

testing and refinement; it is essentially the "implementation" of the

model.
16

If this phase is to be successful, however, it is essential

that the decision makers be involved in one or more of the earlier

phases of the modeling process: they must participate in problem

definition to insure that the issues the model is to address are

relevant to them; they should participate, if possible, in the mathe-

matical modeling and simulation phase so that the model which results

is implementable; and it is highly desirable to involve the decision

maker in testing and refinement in order to give him a better appre-

ciation for the capabilities (and perhaps more importantly the limi-

tations) of the model.

16lmplementation is yet another word for which no consensus def-

inition exists. McLeod (48, p. 6) states that implementation is ". .

. applying the results of a simulation study to influence the real-
world system simulated." Osborne (49, p. 259) specifies that imple-
mentation of the OSSIM will be a series of procedures which ". . .

will allow state agency personnel and policy formulators to actuate,
operate and interact with the model via remote computer terminals."

Implementation is thus the third translation depicted in Figure 3-1,

simulation-to-system.
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For the OSSIM, the role of the decision maker is illustrated

in Figure 3-5.

Input

Parameters

Policies and

Oregon State

Simulation Model

(OSSIM)

Output

Scenarios

Decision

Makers

Variables

Performance

Index

Figure 3-5. The role of the decision-maker in the simulation process.

The decision maker observes the simulation output and forms a

normative opinion as to the "acceptability" or "desirability" of the

model's performance. He then institutes a new policy by changing

the value of one or more of the input parameters. The simulation is
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"run" again, and the entire process repeated.17

The purposes of this interaction between the model builder, the

decision maker, and the model itself are:

(1) to instill in model builder and decision maker alike a better

understanding of the real world by focusing on the important

causal relationships which determine why things are as they are,

(2) to give individual decision makers an opportunity to evaluate

alternative policies in a "laboratory" setting, and

(3) to provide a common frame of reference for different decision

makers, and thereby increase the probability that they will be

able to communicate their individual viewpoints to each other.

2) The Oregon State Simulation Model (OSSIM)

As illustrated in Figure 3-3, the OSSIM divides the state into

three geographic regions: the Willamette Valley, the Coastal Region,

and Eastern Oregon. There are seven components in the model: Demo-

graphic, Economic, Land Use, Transportation, Energy, Pollution, and

Government Revenue. These components are dyanmically related to one

another in the manner illustrated in Figure 3-6. The labels on the

arrows are not inclusive, but are intended only to serve as repre-

sentative samples of the nature of the interactions between components.

17Should the decision maker question the "validity" or "veracity"

of the output, the structure of the model and/or programming of the

simulation must be examined to identify the source of the discrepancy.

(i.e. the third phase must be repeated). If errors or inadequacies in

the theory can be identified, structural changes in the model are made

in an effort to "eliminate" the discrepancy. (i.e. the second phase

is partially repeated.) Thus, the iterative nature of the simulation

process is illustrated.
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Figure 3-6. Oregon State Simulation Model (OSSIM) (after Willamette Simulation Unit (35, p. l4)).
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A brief description of the structure and dynamic behavior of six of

the components follows; the land use component is discussed in Chap-

ter 4.

2.1) Demographic Component. The demographic component contains a

detailed accounting of the population of each region of Oregon, re-

solved into nine household size classes, two fertility classes, and

two socio-economic strata. The choice has been made to use number of

households, rather than of individuals, as the principal variable since

the household is believed to be the more significant unit for economic

and social considerations. This choice is a major departure from pre-

vious simulation models of this genre, which typically have used a

standard age-cohort demographic analysis and projection.

In dynamic terms, the component traces the "life cycle" of house-

holds from formation to extinction. The major driving forces are the

class-specific birth rates, which implicitly determine the age dis-

tributions within households and hence the fecundity and rates of

maturation. These birth rates are modeled as being dependent on eco-

nomic expectations through the regional unemployment rate, and on the

effectiveness of family planning. The dynamics of socio-economic

stratification are modeled as processes of upward and downward diffu-

sion between "marginal" and "mainstream" household classes, with rates

that are augmented on the upward side by subsidized job training as

a typical "war-on-poverty" policy variable.

A second driving force which affects Oregon's demographic charac-

teristics is migration, which is modeled with two different types of
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relationship for three different age groups (age of head of house-

hold). Net migration in the age groups 15-29 years and 30-44 years

is assumed to be sensitive to employment opportunity in the region,

as measured by the unemployment rate, and to the social size of the

region, as measured by its population. Only the parameters are dif-

ferent for these two age groups. The age group 45+ years is assumed

to continue a net in-migration to Oregon at a rate which depends on

the number of such households already in Oregon. In addition, a joint

distribution of households by income and family size is generated

using wage income information supplied by the economic component.

The major outputs from the demography component are: (a) the

regional labor force in three different occupational categories; (b)

the regional demand for housing, transportation, energy, and other

goods and services, all of which are computed as functions of the

household size and income distribution; (c) level of space heating

of residences as an air pollution source.

2.2) Economic Component. The economic component is disaggregated into

four basic sectors which operate in each of the three subregions: log-

ging and wood products, agriculture and food products, manufacturing,

and services. These have been modeled and programmed as subroutines

which are called in sequence by a calling program. This calling pro-

gram is itself a subroutine of the overall model, and also performs

the "bookkeeping" tasks of summing up total labor demands by occupa-

tional category, comparing this demand with the labor force supplied

from the demographic component, and computing unemployment rates and
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resulting wage rates. The economic component avoids reliance on

national models or other projections by incorporating the assumption

that there are fundamental natural and human resource bases that both

support and limit regional production. The four sectors are dis-

cussed below.

2.2.1) Logging and wood products sector. The level of logging

activity is viewed as depending, over the long run, entirely on the

resource base of mature and growing timber and its management. Some

very detailed projections of the annual sawtimber yields over the

next 100 years have been made by the U.S. Forest Service, and these

projections have been built into the model as exogenous information.

Several different projections are supplied for each subregion, depend-

ing on the policy choices of rotation period and intensity of forest

management. While the actual annual cuts will vary from the projected

yield because of the short-run cyclical nature of the sector, these

variations are thought to have little long-run effect.

The annual sawtimber yield is then distributed among three wood

products industry activities: production of lumber, plywood, and pulp

and paper. The raw material inputs to each of these are calculated

from the annual sawtimber projection by applying factors which appor-

tion the board feet of sawtimber to lumber and veneer, and which give

the volume of residues and small roundwood available for pulp and

paper. The levels of capital stock in logging and each wood product

industry are updated by applying capital/output ratios to the input

volumes and comparing the resulting required levels with the
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depreciated levels from the previous year. Labor/output ratios are

used to determine the labor demand in each of the three occupational

categories and value added by each wood product industry is estimated.

2.2.2) Agriculture and food products sector.
18

The agriculture

and food products sector, like the logging and wood products sector,

is viewed as depending on a natural resource base. Agricultural land

and the capital stock associated with that land are assumed to be the

factors of agricultural production. Operating expenses, labor costs,

taxes and interest are deducted from the calculated value of gross

production to determine net returns. A deferred annual capital gain,

based on the average increase in the speculative value of agricul-

tural land, is added to net returns and the sum forms the basis for

capital formation in agriculture.

This sector also accounts for all value added by primary proces-

sing of farm products, and for Oregon's fisheries industry. Capital/

output and labor/output ratios are again used to determine require-

ments for food processing capital and for labor in the three occupa-

tional categories.

2.2.3) Manufacturing sector. The manufacturing sector sums the

demands for durable and non-durable goods from the other sectors,

including exports. Required inputs of these goods are taken as being

18Because of its high degree of coupling with the land use com-
ponent, the model of the agricultural sector is discussed in greater
detail in Chapter 4.
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equal to current output minus total current demand (the excess demand).

Required investment in new capital is determined by the smoothed

excess demand and a subsequent delay called the excess demand closure

time. Environmental standards and availability of labor influence

the length of the excess demand closure time. A capital installation

delay allows for the time delay between ordering and installing cap-

ital.

Total output of the sector is determined by the level of instal-

led capital and the capital/output ratio which is a function of the

rate of technical progress. Demand for labor is determined by multi-

plying total output by a labor/output ratio. Demand for industrial

land is determined by the level of production and a land absorption

coefficient.

The aggregation of industries which constitute the manufacturing

sector include the following two-level Standard Industrial Classifi-

cations (SIC): 22, 23, 25, 27, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37.

2.2.4) Service sector. The service sector accounts for all

business and household services, including wholesale and retail trade,

transportation, utilities, construction, and financial, health care,

educational and government services. The regional inter-industry

demands for services are computed from the output of the other three

sectors using technical input/ouput coefficients. Final demand is

calculated as a function of household incomes, tourism, investment

in the basic sectors, and government services. Inter-industry and

final demands are summed to provide the total regional demand for
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services. A "regional shift matrix" is then employed to determine

the regional breakdown of the supply of services, with some services

being imported from outside Oregon.

As with the other sectors, value added, employment and labor

requirements are arrived at by applying the appropriate ratios to

the output.

2.3) Energy Component. The energy component analyzes electrical

energy demand at the state level from the standpoint of basic socio-

economic determinants. Demand is expressed as the product of factors

representing the energy intensiveness and economic activity of major

consuming sectors. Energy intensiveness is a manifestation of the

pattern of use of alternate forms of energy; it changes in response

to changes in energy price and technology. Economic activity is a

primary output of each component of the OSSIM; it represents responses

to the various scenarios being simulated and thus includes all feed-

back effects between the various components.

Energy demand originates in four major sectors. The Industrial

Sector includes the energy requirements of the forest products indus-

try, the farm products industry, durable and non-durable goods manu-

facturing, and irrigation. Measures of the economic activity which

drives this demand originate in the economic and land use components.

Domestic energy consumption is accounted for in the Residential Sector

and that of the service industries in the Commercial Sector. These

demand sectors are driven by the demographic component and the serv-

ices sector of the economic component, respectively. Finally, the
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transportation component provides information used in the determina-

tion of energy consumption by the Transportation Sector. Thus,

demands for energy are the result of activity in other major compon-

ents of the model; they do not rely upon any exogenous forecasts or

projections.

2.4) Transportation Component. The transportation component analyzes

transport demand, provides measures of effectiveness of Oregon's

transport service and determines the consequences of providing that

service. Transportation demand between and within fifteen urban areas,

the five largest in each region, is analyzed.

The transportation component allocates to each of the urban areas

increments of regional population growth provided by the demography

component. Models of urban travel, intercity passenger travel and

intercity cargo transport estimate the total passenger vehicle miles

and cargo ton miles of transport by significant modes. Travel demand

and mode selection are influenced by travel time, availability of fuel

and transport costs. Estimates of total transport costs and energy

consumption are provided. Vehicle miles of travel and estimates of

registered vehicles are passed to the pollution and government serv-

ices components to estimate pollutant emissions and user taxes. Other

measures of effectiveness are passed to other components, such as fuel

consumption to the energy component.

2.5) Pollution Component. The pollution component translates levels

of polluting activities furnished by other components of the model into

rates of discharge of air pollutants. The level and emission intensity
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of various polluting activities, modified by the control strategy for

that category of sources, determine the rate of pollutant emission

in that source category. When the emissions by each source category

are added together, the impact of a particular emission control

strategy on the aggregate emissions can be assessed.

In a related effort, an air quality management model

has also been developed. Consisting of an atmospheric dispersion

model, a pollution source location and specification game, and a

method for focusing OSSIM down on a smaller study area (such as the

Portland metropolitan area), the air quality management model will

be used to assess the impact of alternative policies on air quality

in the study area.

2.6) Government Revenue Component. The function of the government

revenue component is to translate certain output variables of the

demographic, economic, and transportation component into the common

language of tax dollars, with reference to three important taxes

collected at the state level in Oregon. The joint distribution of

households by size and family income, generated in the demographic

component, provides the basis for the state personal income tax

revenue calculation. Corporate income tax revenue is assumed to be

a fraction of the value added generated by each sector of the eco-

nomic component. Finally, fuel taxes, registration fees, and the

ton mile tax on commercial haulage are summed to form an indication

of overall revenue resulting from activity in the transportation

component.
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3. Conventions

The conventions for naming and subscripting model variables and

for diagramming the relationships between variables are summarized

in this section. In Chapter 4, each equation in the land use com-

ponent and the theory underlying the equation will be presented.

For the sake of clarity and brevity, the equations will be developed

using the mathematical notation that is most appropriate to the

development; however, in order to facilitate cross-referencing with

the simulation program listed in Appendix II, similar nomenclature

has been used in both the text and the program where possible.

3.1) Variable Names and Subscripts. Variables are named and sub-

scripted in the simulation program according to the following con-

ventions:

First Letter. All variable and parameter names start with a letter

that identifies the component in which they originate:

"U" - Land Use
"E" - Economic
"D" - Demographic
"R" - Energy
"T" - Transportation
"P" - Pollution
"G" - Government Revenue

Second Letter. The second letter identifies the functional group in

the program to which the variable or parameter belongs:

"C" - Common group; variables whose values at each time step

are stored in common until the end of the simulation. They

include all level variables and the set of variables from

which outputs may be selected.

"A" - Auxiliary group; variables whose values are updated at

each time step. They are not stored.
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"D" - Data group; data inputs and policy/scenario inputs that
are assigned a specific value prior to the beginning of each

simulation run. They remain fixed throughout the run.19

"X" - Level update group; special variables whose sole func-

tion is to allow the value of a level at the end of the

previous time step to be "saved" until the end of the current

time step, where it is updated.

Third Letter. In the economic component only, the third letter iden-

tifies the sector of the economy:

"F" - Logging and wood products
"A" - Agriculture and food products

"M" - Manufacturing
"S" - Services

Remaining Letters. The remaining letters, up to a total of seven, are

generally selected to serve as a mnemonic representation of the model

variable's real world significance.

Subscripts. The following subscript convention is used throughout

the Land Use component:

"(I)" Regions (1 = Willamette Valley; 2 = Coastal Region;

3 = Eastern Oregon)

"(K)" - Land Use Categories (see Chanter 4 for snecific sub-

script assignments)

"(J)" - Used in cases where a third subscript is required for

a particular calculation.

As an example, "UCLAND(I,K)" is a level variable in the Land Use

component whose value at each time step is saved in Common, and whose

19The OSSIM Command Processor will, however, permit the user to

run the simulation for a specified time period (e.g. year 0 to year 5),

change the value of a policy/scenario variable, and then resume the

run from that point in simulation time (e.g. year 5 to year 10). Thus

while policy/scenario inputs are not true "variables" in a dynamic

sense (i.e. functions of the independent variable time), they can be

"varied" by the model user at discrete time intervals.
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units are acres of LAND. It is region-specific and takes on differ-

ent values for each land use category (i.e. it is a 3 by 8 matrix).

3.2) Diagramming Notation. Elements of the notation system developed

by Forrester (25) have been adopted and used wherever applicable; how-

ever, several modifications have been made in order to make the

diagrams more compact. Table I illustrates the symbols and gives

an example of each.



TABLE I. SYMBOLS USED IN DIAGRAMS OF LAND USE MODEL.
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Data Input
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0 Z
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X
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(see equation [4.2] for function)
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CHAPTER. IV

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAND USE MODEL

In this chapter the land use component of the Oregon State Simu-

lation Model is developed in detail, utilizing the methodology pre-

sented in Chapter 3. The structure and dynamics of other components

will be explored to a depth that is sufficient to illustrate the

interaction between them and the land use model.
20

The purposes of

the model are threefold:

(1) to generate the "distribution" of land in the State of

Oregon as a function of time;
21

(2) to determine how this time-varying distribution might

be affected by or respond to various policy/scenario vari-

able combinations and to the dynamic inputs from other

components of the OSSIM; and

(3) to determine how the other components might, in turn,

be affected by alternative land use policies and by the

changing land use distribution.

20
Hereafter, the Willamette Simulation Unit model will be refer-

red to as "the OSSIM" and the land use component will be referred to
as "the model."

21
The land is distributed by use category and region. Since

spatial disaggregation of the OSSIM stops at the regional level, gen-
eration of a "land use pattern," in the classical sense, is not pos-
sib le.
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Clearly, a spatial resolution as coarse in detail as that of the

OSSIM precludes the employment of a typical micro-spatial land use

model.
22 While this restriction does make it impossible for the

model to address many micro-spatially oriented questions, there remain

many macro-spatial land use issues of statewide significance that can

be examined.
23

The total land area of each region is disaggregated

into eight use categories: residential, further disaggregated into

three density classes; agricultural; forest; industrial and commer-

cial; dedicated open space and wilderness; and "unused" land (a resi-

dual). Following a discussion of the model geometry, the sub-models

which describe the dynamics of each use category will be presented.

The effects of speculation in the land market will then be examined,

and the chapter will conclude with a summary of the links that con-

nect the sub-models with each other and with other components of the

OSSIM.

1) Von Thiinen Geometry

Let us assume at the outset that the total land area of each

region constitutes a fundamental set, and that every element of this

22Micro-spatial models typically divide the land area into many
relatively small cells of uniform size and shape and treat each cell

as a homogeneous unit. The attributes of each cell are then enu-

merated and rules governing interactions between adjoining cells are
specified (for example, see (50), (51), (52), (53) and (54)).

23_wilson, Glass and Sitts (55) have developed a land use model

for the State of California which utilizes a spatial resolution that
is similar to that of the OSSIM.
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set belongs to one of eight mutually exclusive and collectively

exhaustive subsets which correspond to the eight use categories.
24

Let us further assume that the first four subsets (corresponding to

the three residential densities and agricultural use) are spatially

arranged in an idealized geometry similar to that introduced by von

ThUnen (56) and expanded by Day and Tinney (57). (See Figure 4-1.)

The land in these four categories is envisioned as being distributed

in four concentric rings, with the "intensity" of use decreasing as

one proceeds from the inner circle to the outer ring.
25

The most

intensive use category is high density residential (inner circle),

while the least intensive use category is agricultural (outer ring).

The boundaries which separate use categories are determined by the

effective radii, denoted Rk(t). Letting Li(t) be the amount of land

in the .ith use category at time t, then:

Rk(t)

k

Li(t)
i=1 j

[4.1]

The land in these categories is viewed as undergoing continuous

transition from one use to another in response to changing demands.

24An element of the set is defined as a one acre parcel of land.

25Barlowe (58, p. 150) states that "when applied to land use,
the term intensity refers to the relative amounts of capital and
labor combined with units of land in the productive process. . ."
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Figure 4-1. Idealized von Thiinen geometry.
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It is assumed that net land use changes proceed naturally in the direc-

tion of increasing intensity of use; hence, all boundaries (except

the maximum radius, R4(0) tend to expand outwardly with time.

2) Land Pie Geometry

There is another perhaps more
intuitively appealing way of viewing

the same geometry. The total area devoted to the first four use cate-

gories can also be thought of as a "land pie," where each ring of the

von ThUnen geometry corresponds to a wedge of the pie. The radii are

normalized to the maximum radius (R
4
(t)) and used to generate a

new ordering variable w. The conversion of land to higher intensity

use is then indicated by a clockwise rotation of the radials (wk(t))

that separate use categories. (See Figure 4-2.)

The characteristics and conversion dynamics of the remaining four

use cate.jufie are viewed as being fundamentally different than those

of residential and agricultural land. At one extreme is industrial/

commercial land, which involves relatively small areas of land devoted

to very intensive use. At the other extreme are forest land and

dedicated open space/wilderness land, which consist of relatively

large areas devoted to very extensive use. Unused land is all of the

land in a region that fails to qualify for one of the other seven use

categories.

Land is renoved from the pie and converted to industrial/commer-

cial use in response to demands generated in the economic component

of the overall model. The division of the land supply between the

urban source (central industry/downtown business) and suburban source
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= Land Use Transitions

Figure 4-2. Land pie geometry
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(industrial parks/shopping centers) is a scenario variable. Land

may be transferred between agricultural use and forest use according

to any scenario supplied by the model user. The rate of removal of

land from the pie by dedication to open space/wilderness (preserva-

tion) is a policy variable which can be manipulated by the model
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user.
26 The addition of "unused" land to the forest and agricultural

use categories is another exogenously supplied scenario variable, in-

tended to allow for significant changes in economic conditions and/or

technological innovation (irrigation of large areas of desert land,

balloon logging of otherwise unuseable forest land, etc.) Figure 4-3

summarizes the general structure of the model. Specific equations

and more detailed diagrams are contained in sections 3 through 8.

The eight land use categories, denoted in the text by Lk(t), are

level variables, with subscripts assigned as follows:

k = 1 - High Density Residential Land. Defined by 10 < density <
where density is the gross residential density (households/
acre). This area includes space devoted to housing units
plus the space required for associated services (streets,
schools, parks, etc.)

k = 2 - Medium Density Residential Land. Defined by 1 < density < 10.

k = 3 - Low Density Residential Land. Defined by 0 < density < 1.

k = 4 - Agricultural Land. Defined as all land used for crops,
pasture or grazing. Acreage of woodland and wasteland
owned or rented by farm operators as part of their agri-
cultural operations is included... but large areas held
for non-agricultural purposes is not. (59)

k = 5 Forest Land. Defined as all land now producing or capable
of producing useable and economically feasible crops of
wood. (60)

k = 6 Commercial/Industrial Land. Defined as all land utilized
for urban and suburban commercial districts plus land
occupied by all classes of industry.

26This does not include multiple use lands, such as National
Forests where logging is practiced, or agricultural land subject to

scenic easements. This is land which is dedicated to exclusive open

space/wilderness use.
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Figure 4-3. General structure of the land use model.
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k = 7 - Open Space/Wilderness Land. Defined as all land used exclu-

sively for aesthetic or recreational open space/wilderness.

Does not include multiple use lands.

k = 8 - Unused Land. Defined as all land not specifically assigned

to categories one through seven. (Calculated as a resi-

dual for each region.)

3) Residential Land

Among the many ways which Oregonians have historically elected

to "use" the land, perhaps none has altered the landscape more pro-

foundly than residential use. The right of an individual to establish

residence on a piece of land is set forth in the Articles of Confed-

eration and is inferentially guaranteed by the Constitution of the

United States. This right has been exercised by Oregonians who, like

the majority of other Americans, have chosen to reside principally

in suburban environments.
27

Some perceive that the trend established in the first half of

this century will persist throughout the second half:

"Whether we welcome or fight it, development is going

to continue during the rest of this century in the cities

and suburbs and exurbs of our nation. There will be more

people and more households. And these people and house-

holds will (barring some unforeseen shift in the prefer-

ence for low-density living) be spread over much larger

urban areas than we know today. More people, in vast

urban regions, are what the future appears to hold." (61, p. 75)

Others believe that the "shift in preference for low density living"

can not only be "foreseen" but that it is inevitable and has perhaps

already begun (62), (63).

27The forces which have led to urban and suburban agglomeration

are summarized in an excellent article by Lewis Mumford entitled "The

Natural History of Urbanization" (64).
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This portion of the land use model simulates the dynamics of

the demand for and supply of residential land in each region. Due

to the low spatial resolution of the OSSIM no attempt has been made

to address the complex micro-spatial dynamics of the urban and sub-

urban land markets. Rather, the intent has been to look at highly

aggregated regional averages which might be of interest to individuals

or agencies with state level planning responsibilities.

The model converts land from agricultural use to low density

residential use, from low density to medium density, and from medium

density to high density in response to the housing demand generated

in the demographic component of the OSSIM. The rates of conversion

are primarily functions of the changing household size and income

distribution of the nonfarm population of the region and of the price

of housing (land).

3.1) The Price of New Housing. The price of new housing associated

with each of the three density classes is utilized to determine the

household income required to qualify for purchase of that type of

housing. The price of housing is in turn a function of the price of

the land the housing is to be situated on, the residential density of

the newly converted land, and the cost of providing services to the

lot. The price of a housing site (kth residential density category,

ith region) is given by:

LOTi,k(t) = (PLi,k(t) + SDCk) / CD
i,k

[4.2]
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LOTik = the price of the improved lot ($ /household)

P Li k(t) an(t) = the average value of land at the time of conversion
($/acre)

SDC
1
= the cost of providing services to the land ($/acre)

CD
i,k

= the density of the new residential development
(households/acre)

The average price of land at the time of conversion is a dynamic

variable whose value is updated at each time step in the speculation

routine (see section 9). ik (0 has initial values of:

1=1 i=2 i=3

k=1 30,000 24,000 20,000

k=2 15,000 12,000 10,000

k=3 2,000 1,500 1,000

The cost of providing services to the lot (streets, sidewalks,

water, sewer, etc.) is treated as a policy variable because it can be

passed on to the developer (and ultimately to the purchaser) in the

form of a "Systems Development Charge" (65). Default values for SDCk

are:
28

k=1 2,000

k=2 2,500

k=3 3,000

28
Default values are the values assigned to all policy and

scenario variables by the present author.
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The conversion density is also a policy variable. It provides

the option of observing the response of the model to various densi-

ties (or, average lot sizes) of new residential developments which

might be proposed as "desirable" for the future. Hence, the cost

of an improved home site is not simply a function of the raw $/acre

price of land, but can also be influenced significantly by land use

policies. CDI,k is region-specific, and has default values of:

1=1 1=2 1 =3

k=1 12.00 10.00 8.00

k=2 3.00 2.50 2.00

k=3 .50 .45 .40

The price of the improved lot is then used to determine the

price of new housing. Let

PH
i,k

(t) = the price of new housing (i.e. package value of
improved lot plus dwelling unit, in $)

and

E(PH) = improved lot value as a fraction of package value29
(i.e. the ratio LOT

i,k
(t) / PH

i,k
(t).

Utilizing the relationship developed by Wiese, et al. (66, p. 41),

(PH) = .14 + 6x106 (PH
i,k

(t) - 10,000)

29
Wiese, et al. have hypothesized that ". . . Over the housing

market there is a farily stable relationship between improved lot
value and package value: improved lot value as a percentage of
package value increases as the price range of housing increases. . ."
(66, p. 39). Maisel (67) notes a similar relationship between site
value and package value.
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PH
i,k

(t) = LOT
i,k

(t) / (.14 + 6x10
6

(PH
i,k

(t) - 10,000)).

This can be reduced to a quadratic in PHi,k(t), whose solution

is illustrated in Figure 4-4. (i.e. the price of new housing

PHi,k(t) is plotted as a function of improved lot value LOTi,k(t);

several values of E(PH) are indicated.)

3.2) Qualifying Income for Purchase of New Housing. The household

income required to qualify for purchase of new housing is a function

of the price of the housing, the interest rate, the amortization

period of the mortgage, and the property tax burden. Let

INCi(t) = qualifying household income ($/year)

R = annualized interest rate (%)

T = amortization period of mortgage (years)

P = annual mortgage principal and interest payment ($).

D(T), the remaining mortgage debt at time T ($), is given by

D(T) = D(T-1) - (P - D(T-1)R)

However, at

T=1, D(T-1) = D(0) = PHi,k(t), and

D(1) = (1+R)PHi,k(t) - P

D(2) = (1+R)2PHi,k(t) - (1+R)P P

D(3) = (1+R)
3
PH

i,k
(t) - (1+R)

2
P - (1+R)P - P
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and by recursion

T-1

D(T) = (1+R)TPHi,k(t) - P (1+11)k)

k=0

= (1+R)TPHi,k(t) - P
1 - (1+R)

T

(1+R) T)
= (1+R)TPHi,k(t) + P(1

R

Letting D(T) = 0 and solving for P yields

P = PHi,k(t)
( R

1 - (1+R)

In addition to principal and interest, the annual cost of housing

includes the property tax, PTAXik(t):

PTAXi,k(t) = PTRjPHi,k(t)

where PTR
i
is the average regional property tax rate (% per year).

Hence, assuming the annual payment for shelter should not exceed

25 per cent of the annual household income, the qualifying income

for the purchase of new housing is given by:
30

INCi,k(t) = 4.PH
i,k

(t). +PTR
i,k

1+ (1+R)
-T

[4.4]
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Seidel (68) cites evidence that the shelter/income ratio in
Oregon is actually a function of income, but concludes that the
highest acceptable ratio is 25 per cent. Stevie (69) concurs. While

some higher income households may spend a greater fraction of their

income on shelter, they do so by choice, rather than out of neces-

sity. Since a measure of qualifying (i.e. minimum) income is sought,
the shelter/income ratio is assumed to be constant in this model.
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In this equation, interest rate (R) and amortization period (T)

are scenario variables with default values of seven per cent and

twenty-five years, respectively. The property tax rate (PTRi) is

treated as a policy variable, since any state-level policy which will

result in a change in property tax structure will also affect the

housing market. PTR1 is region specific but independent of resi-

dential density, and has default values of:

1=1 i=2 i=3
.026 .021 .020

3.3) Housing Demand. The demand for housing (and thus the demand

for residential land) is driven by the demographic component of the

OSSIM. The demographic component is atypical in that the family (or

household) is assumed to be the fundamental social and economic unit,

rather than the individual. The non-farm households in each region

are jointly distributed by nine size categories (K) and eight income

categories (J), with the number of households in each of the 72

"cells" of the resulting array (HDKj(t)) being updated at each time

interval by the processes of birth, death, maturation, family forma-

tion, migration, etc.
31

The K subscript, ranging from one to nine,

is related to the number of minor children. The number of minor

children in the household is (K-1) with the exception that K=9 refers

to all households with eight or more children. The household income

31
The household array is in reality HD' K j; however, the (I)

and (i) regional subscripts have been dropped for the remainder of
section 3 in the interest of brevity.
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categories are defined by:

J Household Income (annual

1 less than $3,000
2 $3,000-5,000
3 $5,000-7,000
4 $7,000-10,000
5 $10,000-15,000
6 $15,000-25,000
7 $25,000-50,000
8 greater than $50,000

The qualifying incomes for medium and low density housing

(INC
2
(t) and INC3(t)), and a threshold family size (THS) are used

to partition HDK
J
Wintothree"housingdemandclasses,"1=.(t).

,

Since INC2(t) and INC3(t) are calculated variables and are therefore

not restricted to the eight specific values which separate income

categories in HDKj(t), linear interpolation is used in the parti-

tioning procedure (i.e. the income scale is assumed to be piecewise

linear over the range of each of the first seven income categories).

The number of households in the three housing demand classes

is given by:

INC3(t)
9

HDC (t) = HD
K J

(t) [4.5]
2

J=INC
2
(0 K=TFS

00 9

HDC (0 = HD (t) [4.6]
3

J=INC
3
(t)

co 9

K=TFS
K,J

HDC1(t) = 1 HD (0 - HDC (t) - HDC (t) [4.7]

J=0 K=1
K

'

J 2 3

Figure 4-5 illustrates the partitioning of the non-farm household

matrix.
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Figure 4-5. Partitioning of the non-farm household matrix (HDK j) into

three housing demand class matrices (HDC (t)). '

The class HDC
2
(t) consists of those households which exceed the

threshold size (default value of 3) and whose incomes lie between

INC2(t) and INC
3
(t). These households could be thought of, in the

aggregate, as predominantly middle and upper-middle income families

with more than one child. When searching for new housing, a large

percentage of these households tend to select medium density housing.

The class HDC
3
(t) is defined as those households which also

exceed the threshold size, but whose incomes are greater than or equal

to INC
3
(t). These households can be thought of, in the aggregate,
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as predominantly high income families with children, and they exert

the majority of the demand for new low density housing.

The remaining class, HDC1(t), is a residual that includes families

of all sizes with incomes less than the medium density qualifying

income INC
2
(t) plus all households smaller than the threshold size.

This is a more diverse class, and tends to exhibit a relatively bal-

anced housing demand in terms of density.

The change in the number of households in each demand class that

occurred between time (t-1) and time (t) is then calculated. This

Change, denoted AHDCj(t), thus represents the net number of new house-

holds in the jth class (if positive) or the net number of households

that left the jth class:

AHD Cj (t) = HD Cj (t) HDC.(t-1)

The net change in number of households must now be transformed

into a change in demand for housing in each of the three residential

density categories. The change in demand for housing, denoted

ADEmk(t), is given by:

3

ADEMk(t) = I AHDC
j
(t).PREF

j=1
[4.8]

In this equation, PREFj,k
is a housing preference matrix that distri-

butes the change in each housing demand class among the three resi-

dential categories

3

(i.e. PREFj,k = 1).

k=1

PREFjk is a region-specific scenario variable which makes it possible
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to investigate the potential impact of significant changes in housing

preference. It has the following default values:

i=1

j=1

j=2

3=3

k=1 k=2 k=3

.25

.05

.05

.70

.85

.80

.05

.10

.15

i=2

k=1 k=2 k=3

j=1 .10 .70 .20

j=2 .05 .75 .20

3=3 .05 .75 .20

i=3

k=1 k=2 k=3

3=1 .10 .70 .20

j=2 .05 .75 .20

3=3 .05 .70 .25

In summary, the changing demand for housing in each of the resi-

dential density categories is determined by changes in the number of

households in three housing demand classes. These classes are

defined by a threshold family size and by a qualifying household

income, which is a function of the price of new housing. Figure 4-6

illustrates the sequence of the housing demand calculation.
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Figure 4-6. Calculation of changes in housing demand.
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3.4) Housing Stock. Once the changes in demand for housing have

been determined, the change in supply (housing stock) that is required

to meet the new demand is calculated. In addition to the demo-

graphically driven demand, the model accounts for vacancies and for

replacement of units withdrawn from the inventory due to deprecia-

tion. The required net change in housing stock is then translated

into a land use conversion. The housing stock and land use conver-

sion dynamics are the same for each of the three residential density

classes, with the exception that some high density residential land

is converted to commercial/industrial use to satisfy a portion of

the demand for land generated in the economic component of the OSSIM.
32

The following definitions inform the development of the housing

stock equations:

OCC
k
(t) - The number of occupied housing units in the kth

residential density category at time (t).

VACk(t) - The number of available vacant housing units in the

kth residential density category at time (t).

NVAC
k
(t) - The number of vacant but unavailable housing units

in the kth residential density category at time (t).

HSTKk(t) - The total (occupied and vacant) housing stock in

kth residential density category at time (t).

The first step in the housing stock calculation is the compari-

son of the change in demand for housing (ADEVO) with the existing

32See section 6 for a discussion of the dynamics of commercial/

industrial land conversion.
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vacant (and available) housing stock (VACk(t-1) . If the change in

demand exceeds the number of vacancies, then the available vacancy

is eliminated, and the number of occupied units is increased by the

excess demand:

VACk(t) = 0 [4.9]

OCCk(t) = ICCi(t-1) + (ADEMk(t) - VACk(t-1)) [4.10]

If, on the other hand, the number of available vacancies exceeds the

change in demand, then the number of available vacancies and occupied

units are updated as follows:

VACk(t) = VACk(t -1) - ADEMk(t) [4.11]

OCCk(t) = OCCk(t-1) + ADEMk(t) [4.12]

Thus, VACk(t) and OCCk(t) are level variables, and their initial

conditions (year 1970) are calculated by assuming that the initial

household population (HDKJ(0)) is distributed among the three resi-

dential density categories according to the preference matrix

(PREF ).

33
It should be noted that the available vacancy rate is always

greater than or equal to zero (i.e. it is assumed that all households
have shelter). If the change in demand is negative (and therefore
less than the vacancies) then the vacancy increases and the number
of occupied units decreases.
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Next, the number of housing units that are vacant, but unavail-

able for occupancy (NVACk(t)), is updated. Unavailable vacant units

presently constitute approximately five and one-half per cent of the

housing stock in the western United States. This fraction is expected

to increase over the next fifty years to approximately eight and one-

half per cent, due primarily to an increase in demand for second homes

(70), (71). The model assumes that the number of unavailable vacant

units will increase linearly from five and one-half per cent of the

occupied housing stock at t=0 to eight and one-half per cent at t=50:
34

NVACk(t) = .55 HSTKk(0) + .0006tOCCk(t) [4.13]

Finally, the number of available and unavailable vacant housing

units (VACTk(t)) are added to the number of occupied units to arrive

at the total regional housing stock requirement at time t (HSTKk(t)).

This requirement is compared with the housing stock which existed at

the previous time step (HSTKk(t-1)) and the difference (if greater

than zero)(AHSTKk(t)) forms the basis for housing construction in the

region and "drives" the process of converting land to residential use.

Housing construction activity at time t (NHC(t)) is a function

of the number of new units to be constructed in each residential

34
It does not seem reasonable to assume that large numbers of

second homes would be built during a period when occupancy rates were

decreasing (and vacancy rates increasing). Hence, the growth in

unavailable vacancies is proportional to the occupied housing stock

level.



category (if any), the number of units to be replaced due to "depre-

ciation," and the cost of housing construction.
35

The cost of hous-

ing construction is assumed to be the price of the housing package

(PHk(t)) less the cost of the land (LOTk(t)). NHC(t) (in units of

$) is an output to the Economic Component of the OSSIM, and is given

by:
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3

NHC(t) = AHSTKk(t)(PHk(t) - LOTk(t)) + .01.0CCk(t) [4.14]

k=1

The change in housing stock in the kth category, when divided

by the residential density of the new development (CDk(t)), gives the

number of acres of land which must be converted to that category of

residential use in order to meet the increased housing demand. To

this number is added the acreage transferred out of the kth category

during the previous time step (denoted 0OUTk(t-1)); the sum (denoted

(DIN
k
(0) is the total number of acres that must flow into the kth

residential category at time t.

In addition to the amount of new housing construction, three

other output variables are calculated: the total number of households

sheltered in each residential density category (HHk(t)); the hous-

ing distribution (HDISTk(t)), which is the fraction of the total

35Depreciation incorporates the assumption that approximately
one percent of the occupied housing stock is replaced annually due
to natural disaster, demolition, merger, etc. (70).
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population residing in housing of the kth density category; and the

actual residential density of the kth category at time t (DENSk(t)).
36

3.5) Land Conversion Dynamics. The three levels of residential land

are updated and the values carried forward to the next time step :

L. (t) = Lk(t-1) + (DINk(t) + (DOUTk(t-1)

In summary, the changing household distribution generated in the Demo-

graphic Component of the OSSIM results in changes in the regions'

housing requirements, which are met by continuously updating the hous-

ing stock (occupied and vacant) in each of the three residential den-

sity categories. Increasing demands for housing result in new con-

struction and the conversion of land to residential use. Figure 4-7

illustrates the sequence of housing stock calculations. Figures 4-8

and 4-9 illustrate the land conversion calculations and the generation

of the output variables, respectively.

4) Agricultural Land

How much of the prime agricultural land in Oregon can (or should)

be preserved for future agricultural use? How will the desired degree

of preservation be accomplished? These are undoubtedly two of the

most important and controversial issues that are facing Oregonians in

the decade of the 1970's.

36
Note that this density (DENSk(t)) need not equal the conversion

density (CDk). If the densities are different, however, the actual

density will change with time in a manner that tends to reduce the

difference.
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Figure 4-7. Calculation of changes in housing stock.
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Figure 4-9. Calculation of residential land output variables.
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Many individuals and interest groups claim that the natural fer-

tility of the soil is its most precious resource--one that should not

be sacrificed to demands for sites on which to build houses or fac-

tories (72, 73, 74). Others counter with the argument that the arbi-

trary preservation of all prime agricultural land is impractical, if

not impossible, in the face of an expanding population, and that a

"total preservation" policy would result in a plethora of undesirable

social consequences (75, 76, 77). Certainly the economic productivity

of the land must be considered, be it agricultural productivity or

indirect productivity resulting from more intensive uses. But a number

of perhaps less obvious factors must also be weighed in determining the

acceptability of any land use policy: true agricultural land doubles

as "open space," an attribute of land which our society seems to value

more as the pressures of urbanization increase; the availability and

relative cost of other resources, such as energy, may play an increas-

ingly important role in influencing future land use decisions; specula-

tion in the highly imperfect land market further complicates the issue

and cannot be overlooked when formulating land use policy (78).

One thing is certain--all future state level land use decisions

will have a significant impact on the agricultural sector of Oregon's

economy.

". . . Land-use planning and zoning decisions are of prime
concern to agriculture. Increasing population, and most of
it urban oriented, has linked with fewer farms to diminish
the relative numbers of people concerned primarily with farm
and rural problems in the decision-making bodies of society.
At the county level, these problems are more pronounced in the
Willamette Valley, where population is concentrated and
growing. The importance of these problems will continue to
grow in all sectors of the state. . ." (SO, p. 3).
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Since there are several important feedback loops between agri-

culture and land use, the equations which describe the dynamics of

this sector have been included in the present model.

4.1) The Agricultural Sector of Ore &on's Econom. The market value

of Oregon's farm products was approximately $578 million in 1970
37

(79). The agricultural sector, when viewed from the state-wide level,

is quite diversified in terms of commodities produced; however, farm-

ers and ranchers have adapted to the physieal and climatic features

of their regions, resulting in a high degree of specialization in

some geographical areas. The Willamette Valley Is the most diversified

of the three regions, accounting for approximately half of all crop

sales and one third of all livestock sales. Calf and cattle sales and

grain crops dominate the sector in Eastern Oregon, while dairy products

are the principal commodity in the Coastal region.

The agricultural sub-component (A: the model is divided into two

parts, production and capital formation, Figure 4-10 illustrates in

block diagram format the interrelationship between the parts and how

each interfaces with the rest of the modl,

4.2) Agricultural Production. The amount- of land devoted to agri-

culture and the level of capital employed are combined, utilizing a

37Oregon's food processing industry added approximately $332

million of value to this primary production, placing agriculture and

related food products second only to forest products in importance to

the state's economy (80).
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Figure 4-10. Agricultural sector interfaces.
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modified Cobb-Douglas production function, to generate the production

level (81):
38

where

a
i

1-a
i

aipit

Y1(t) = AK (0 L
4,i

(t) [4.15]

Y
i
(t) = Agricultural production, the total annual market value

of farm products sold in the ith region (1970 dollars)

K (t) = Agricultural capital; the total value of machinery and

and equipment employed as a factor of production in the

ith region (1970 dollars)

L4i
= Agricultural land (defined on page 58)

a
i
= Factor weighting parameter; a region-specific measure

of the relative importance of the two factors of pro-
duction (unitless, 0<a<1)

p
i
= Rate of technical progress; the Solow-neutral (capital

augmenting) proportional rate (year-I). A scenario
variable with a default value of zero for all three

regions

A = An empirically determined constant of porportionality;
converts units of capital and land to units of produc-

tion.

A brief analysis which illustrates the characteristics of this produc-

tion function follows.
39

Let a(t) = AeaPt; then the marginal productivity of capital is

given by:

38Constant returns to scale and unity elasticity of substitution

are assumed.

39As in the case of residential land calculations, the regional

subscript (i) is dropped at this point in the interest of brevity.

All calculations in the agricultural land section are performed for

each region.
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1!) a(31((t)c4-1 L (t)l-
DK(t) 4

L
4
(t)

1-a

W(t)
3K(t) TTET

In the case where capital investment is increasing with time

PIit).

( at
> 0 and the quantity of land in production is decreasing with

time
at

< 0 , then we obtain a marginal productivity of capital

that decreases with time:

fay(t)1
\ax(t)i 0

at

The marginal productivity of land is given by:

,n(t)
aL(t)

(1,..am(t)a L4(t)
-a

am) K(t)
(lcof3

4(0aL(t)

Given the same case of increasing capital investment and decreasing

quantity of land in production, we obtain a marginal productivity of

land that increases with time:

a(Y1)1
\ put)/

at

This result is not only intuitively appealing, but is currently

observable in Oregon's agricultural sector. From 1960 to 1970, the

value of capital stock increased from $215 million to $317 million,

the land in production decreased by approximately 300,000 acres, while
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farm sales were rising from $478 million to $578 million (79).4° Hence,

over the same time period, the average product of capital decreased

from $2.20 of output per dollar of capital employed to $1.80, and the

average product of land increased from approximately $22.50 of output

per acre to $27.70 per acre.
41

The remainder of the production model converts gross agricultural

production to net farm receipts by subtracting the aggregate expenses

incurred in production. The production expenses, all measured in 1970

dollars/year, fall into four categories: direct operating expenses,

labor expense, interest expense, and property tax expense. Direct

operating expenses (E0(t)) include the cost of livestock and poultry,

feed and seed, fertilizer and other chemicals, petroleum fuels and

electricity, machine hire, irrigation and miscellaneous farm services.

Direct operating expenses are assumed to be a fraction of the gross

production:

E0(t) = OP Y(t)

where

OP = operating expense fractional multiplier, a region specific

parameter (unitless)

The labor expense EL(t) is the cost of hired labor. It is cal-

culated by multiplying the labor demand by the average annual wage rate

40The 1960 production and capital data have been inflated to 1970

dollars.

41
It should be noted that these values are state-wide averages;

the magnitudes of the average products for each of the three regions
differ considerably from each other and from the state-wide average.
(See (86) for 1969 regional values.)
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for unskilled labor (WR3(t), from the economic component of the OSSIM):

EL(t) = WR3(t)(Y(t)/EeaPt)

where

Ee
apt

= output/labor ratio, a region specific parameter that can
increase with time due to technical progress ($/man year)

The interest expense (EI(t)) is the sum of interest on the aggre-

gate farm mortgage debt and interest paid on financed capital:

EI(t) = KF(t)11+L4(t)RAPLF

where

KF(t) = the level of financed capital stock ($)

R = annualized interest rate; a scenario variable with
default value of 8 per cent

PL
4
(t) = the average value of agricultural land ($/acre); a

dynamic variable with initial values of:

1=1 i=2 i=3

632 250 84

RA = annualized interest rate for farm mortgages (assumed
to be 0.7xR)

PLF = per cent of agricultural land that is mortgaged
(a non-region-specific parameter).

The property tax expense (ET(t)) is the product of the average

regional farm property tax rate (FTR4) (default value = PTR) and the

average value of agricultural land:

ET(t) = FTRL4(t)PL4(t)

The Net Farm Receipts (NFR(t)) for the region are then deter-

mined by reducing the value of gross agricultural output by the sum

of the aggregate expenses incurred in production:

NFR(t) = Y(t)-(E0(t)+EL(t)+EI(t)+ET(t))
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Figure 4-11. Agricultural production calculations.
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4.3) Capital Formation. The value of machinery and equipment employed

in Oregon's agricultural sector has more than doubled in the last two

decades. This capital intensification can be.attributed to decreasing

acquisition costs of capital inputs relative to their productivity,

rising wage rates, a scarcity of land, and the availability of land

substitutes. In addition, specialization between the farm and nonfarm

sectors has resulted in the substitution of purchased for nonpurchased

inputs, with the nonfarm sector exerting its comparative advantage in

producing machinery and equipment (82, 83). Unfortunately, due to

exogenously imposed variations that are beyond their control, farmers

are generally forced to allocate their resources under conditions of

imperfect knowledge of the future. (Considerable uncertainty exists

concerning the success of future crops and the market prices of agri-

cultural commodities.) Capital committed to increasing production

under these conditions often has a marginal value of productivity

which fails to justify its acquisition costs, depending on the dura-

bility of the machinery, its degree of specialization, its salvage

value, and its relationship with land and labor (84). There seems to

be a tendency for the agricultural sector, as a whole, to over-capit-

alize in an attempt to maximize production, with the attendent

increased costs of production offsetting the increased gross farm

sales. Hence, net farm receipts have failed to keep pace with the

steady rise in productivity.

The capital formation model starts with the value of net farm

receipts developed in Section 4.2, and determines the resulting
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change in capital. If a region's net farm receipts are greater than

zero, a portion is used to purchase new capital. Depreciation of

capital stock is assumed to occur at a rati that is proportional to

the installed level. Hence, the change in the level of owned capital

stock (AKO(t-1,0) is given by:

AKO(t-1,t) = NFR(t)'PTI K0(t-1).KDEP

where

PTI = Propensity to invest; region-specific scenario with a
default assumption that investment is a linear function
of net farm receipts, slope = 0.2 for all regions

KDEP = Proportional rate of depreciation; a region-specific
scenario variable with a default value of 5 per cent/year

for all regions

It also assumed that farmers, in the aggregate, tend to increase

the sector's level of capital stock by borrowing. Conventional finan-

cing (cash down payment, with the purchased capital acting as collat-

eral) allows the sector to "leverage" their available cash. In

addition, there is reason to believe that the farm community has

utilized the deferred annual capital gain on agricultural land to help

finance capital investment (74, 78, 79, 84). Land values in Oregon

have, on the average, risen steadily for the past two decades, due

partially to increasing economic returns to the land and partially

to the increasing speculative value of the land with respect to other

uses. The ability of farmers to use the increased value of agricul-

tural land as additional collateral has enabled the sector to meet

the rapidly rising credit requirements stemming from: the rising

prices of land and other inputs; the growing number of nonfarm-supplied
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inputs; increasing farm sizes and attendant scale of agricultural oper-

ations. The change in the level of financed capital stock (LKF(t-1,t))

is given by:

AKF(t-1,t) = NFR(t)PTILEV1 + ASV(t)LEV2 - KF(t-1)KDEP

where

LEVI = leverage on cash; a region-specific policy variable that

accounts for the addition to capital made possible by

using capital as collateral (e.g. the default value of

LEVI is 1.0, which assumes that for every dollar of cash

invested, an additional dollar's worth of capital is

acquired by the sector).

LEV2 = leverage on land; a region-specific policy variable that

accounts for the addition to capital made possible by

using land as collateral (e.g. the default value of

LEV2 is 0.1, which assumes that every increase in specu-

lative land value of ten dollars will result in an

additional one dollar worth of capital investment).

ASV(t) = change in speculative value of land; a dynamic variable

that represents the increase (if any) in the speculative

value of agricultural land in the region (see Section 9

of this Chapter).

In the event net farm receipts are less than zero, disinvestment

can occur. If the magnitude of the loss exceeds a specific fraction

of gross production (TF), it is assumed that the agricultural community

in the region will be forced to further reduce the level of owned

capital stock by liquidating it at its salvage value; otherwise, capi-

tal is simply allowed to depreciate without replacement. i.e. if

INFR(01 > TFY(t), then

1K0(t-1,t) - NFR(t)SALV - K0(t-1)KDEP

AKF(t-1,t) = - KF(t-1) *KDEP

However, if INFR(01 < TY(t), then:
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AKO(t-1,t) = - 0)(t-1).KDEP

AKF(t-1,t) = - KF(t-1).KDEP

Finally, the two capital levels (owned and financed) are updated,

with the sum of the two level variables equalling the total capital

stock for the agricultural sector:

KO(t) = KO(t-1) + AKO(t-1,t)

KF(t) = KF(t-1) + AKF(t-1,t)

Figure 4-12 illustrates the process of capital formation in the agri-

cultural sector.

There are several other variables in the agricultural sector model

that are useful in evaluating the model's performance. The number of

farms (FM(t)) in each region is assumed to be decreasing with time as

the average farm size ( FSZ(t)) increases.
42

FSZ(t) = FSZ(0).e
FG.t

FM(t) = L4(t)/FSZ(t)

where

FG = the farm growth rate; a region-specific scenario

variable.

The demand for farm managers (FMAN) is computed by incorporating

the assumption that those farm operators who spend in excess of one

42
"Statistics on farm numbers, size and gross income . . . indi-

cate that, while the number of 'farms' is decreasing, the size of

farms is increasing regardless of the measure used. There is no rea-

son to believe that this trend will change. . ." (83, p. 3). The
U.S. Census o) Agriculture statistics (59) indicate that the average

rates between 1964 and 1969 for the Willamette Valley, the Coastal
Region and Eastern Oregon were zero, five and one per cent per year,
respectively; these are the default values for the scenario variable

FG.
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Figure 4-12. Agricultural capital formation calculations.
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hundred days working off the farm are accounted for elsewhere in the

labor force.

Hence,

FMAN(t) = FFFM(t)

where

FF = fraction of farm operators who are "full time farmers," a
region-specific parameter (%).

There are, in addition, numerous output variables that serve as

indicators of the status of the agricultural sector:

(a) Output/Capital ratio (OKR(t))

OKR(t) = Y(t)/K(t)

(b) Output/Land ratio (OLR(t))

OLR(t) = Y(t)/L4(0)

(c) Output/Farm ratio (OFR(t))

OFR(t) = Y(t)/FM(t)

(d) Capital/Land ratio (KLR(t))

KLR(t) = K(t)/L4(t)

(e) Capital/Farm ratio (KFR(t)

KFR(t) = K(t)/FM(t)

(f) Net Return/Farm ratio

RFR(t) = NFR(t)/FM(t)

(g) Net Return/Output ratio

ROR(t) = NFR(t)/Y(t)

4.4) Land Conversion Dynamics. The process of converting land from

agricultural use to residential use (cOUT4(t)) was discussed in Sec-

tion 3 of this chapter. In addition, there are four other potential
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conversion processes which affect agricultural land, all of which

involve the transfer of land to or from the "Land Pie." They include:

the transition of forest land to agricultural land, or vise versa

(TR5,4(0); the transition of agricultural land to commercial/indus-

trial use in response to the demand generated in the Economic Component

of the OSSIM (TR46(0); the transition of agricultural land to "open

space" in response to a policy change (TR4,7(0); and the transition

of unused land to agricultural use in response to a user-supplied

scenario (IR
8,4

(0).
43

The level variable representing the amount of

agricultural land is updated as follows:

L
4
(0 = L

4
(t-1) + TR

5,4
(t) + TR

8,4
(t) NWT

4
(t)

- TR
4,6

- TR
4,7

(t)

From L
5
(t) From L

8
(t)

(Forest Land) A A (Unused Land)

TR
5,4

(t)

TR
4,6

(t)

TR5 4(t)84

TR
4,7

(t)

To L
6
(t) To L

7
(t)

(Commercial/
Industrial Land)

To L3(t)

(Residential Land)

(DOM
4
(t)

Figure 4-13. Agricultural land conversion dynamics.

(Open Space)

43See Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 of this chapter respectively, for
a discussion of each of these land use transitions.
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5) Forest Land

Nearly one half of the area of the State of Oregon is forested,

with approximately twenty seven million acres (84 per cent of all

forested land) classified as "commercial." Oregonians "use" commer-

cial forest land in a variety of direct and indirect ways. First and

foremost, forest land provides a base for growing commercial timber,

one of Oregon's (and the nation's) most important renewable natural

resources. Range grazing is a significant secondary economic use of

large areas of commercial forest land, and these forested areas also

support a great number of outdoor recreational activities (hunting,

fishing, camping, hiking, skiing, etc.). In addition, forest lands

provide the principal vegetative cover for the major watersheds of

the state. These watersheds yield most of the state's relatively

abundant water supply and provide a habitat for many fish and wildlife

populations.

The diversity of "uses" of forest land is a two-edged_ sword. The

ability to conduct this wide range of activities, often simultaneously,

allows man to more fully utilize the total forest land resource; how-

ever, this diversity also increases the potential for conflicts between

competing uses, and makes regulation of the use of any given piece of

land a more difficult task. In view of the low degree of spatial reso-

lution of the OSSIM model, it has been assumed that all commercial

forest land is (or ultimately will be) used for harvesting commercial

timber, and that other activities which may proceed simultaneously

will not affect the timber harvest. In the event it becomes desirable
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to test a policy which makes one of the other uses exclusive, the

land must be transferred to the appropriate use category (wilderness/

open space, agricultural, etc.).

5.1) The Forest Products Sector of Ore on's Economy. The market

value of Oregon's forest products was approximately two billion dol-

lars in 1970, making this the most important resource based sector in

the state's economy.
44

West of the summit of the Cascade range (the

Willamette Valley and Coastal regions), climatic conditions favor

conifer forest growth, with Douglas fir the dominant tree species.

The Eastern Oregon timber zone, bounded by a high elevation timberline

and a low precipitation timberline, is confined to the more mountain-

ous areas and is characterized by extensive stands of ponderosa pine.

The forest products component of the OSSIM views logging activity

as depending, over the long run, entirely on the resource base of

mature and growing timber and its management (35). Detailed projec-

tions of the annual sawtimber yields over the next one hundred years

have been made by the U.S. Forest Service (60), and the two principal

assumptions which underlie these projections have been incorporated

in the OSSIM. Future sawtimber yields for each region are generated

for two scenarios: one which considers the current rotation period

combined with the maximum forest management intensity, and one which

considers the shortest rotation period combined with the minimum

forest management intensity. The projected annual sawtimber yield

44This figure includes primary forest production (logging) and
the value added by the lumber, plywood, and pulp and paper industries.
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(in million board feet - mmbf) is then used to determine the labor

and capital requirements of the forest products sector.

Should it be desired to test a policy which would result in land

being removed from commercial timber production and converted to

another use (e.g. residential, agricultural, or wilderness) the saw-

timber supply is reduced accordingly. Conversely, should it be desired

to test a scenario which would result in additions to the forest land

inventory, the sawtimber supply is increased.

5.2) Land Conversion Dynamics. As indicated in Figure 4-3, there are

three interactions between forest land and other land use categories.

The interface with agricultural land is viewed as a scenario variable

(IR54(0). During the last half of the nineteenth century, fairly

substantial areas of forested land were cleared and converted to agri-

cultural use; however, it is possible that the last half of this cen-

tury will see a reversal of this trend, with areas of marginal cropland

and pasture/range being converted to commercial forest land (85). In

addition, should it be proposed that future residential expansion will

also occur on forest land, then a specified fraction of (DOUT4(t) can be

"replaced" using this variable (e.g. TR5,4(t) = .05(DOUT4(0). The

default value of TR
5,4

(t) is zero for all regions, since there is lit-

tle evidence to indicate that net transfers across this interface (in

either direction) are taking place today.

Forest land may be preserved by converting it to a wilderness

area or reserving it for exclusive recreational use. Transitions ac-

ross this interface are treated as policy decisions in the simulation



crIt
5,7

(0).
45 The default value of TR5

,7
(t) is zero.

The third interface involves transfers between the unused land

category and forest land (TR
8,5

(0).
46

For instance, it might be

desirable to test a scenario which proposed that forested land pres-

ently classified as "noncommercial" may in the future become commer-

cially viable timberland as a result of technological advances in

logging practices. The default value of TR8 (t) is also zero.

In summary, the number of acres of commercial forest land is

updated at each time step by employing three rates of use transition

that are supplied by the model user:

L5(t) = L5(t -1,t) + L
8
(t) - TRSQ4(t) - TR

5,7
(t) .

To L
4
(t)

(Agricultural
Land)

From L8(t)

(Unused Land)

TR (0
8,5

TR
5,7

(t)

Figure 4-14. Forest land conversion dynamics.

To L
7
(t)

(Wilderness
Land)
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45See Section 7 of this chapter for further discussion of wilder-

ness land.

46See Section 8 of this chapter for further discussion of unused

land.
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6) Commercial/Industrial Land.

While commercial and industrial land constitute a very small

fraction of the total area of Oregon, it does play a vital role in

the state's economy; and, relative to other activities, commerce and

industry result in highly intensive use of land (recalling that inten-

sity of use refers to the relative amounts of capital and labor com-

bined with the land in the productive process).

In many respects, these economic activities compete with resi-

dential, agricultural and forestry activities for a limited land

resource, and it is assumed in the model that the difference between

use intensities (and resulting land rents) is sufficiently high to

make the total demand for commercial/industrial land essentially ine-

lastic. It is also assumed that, in the aggregate, there are two

sources of commercial and industrial land; high density residential

land and agricultural land. These sources correspond to urban develop-

ment (central business district (CBD) commercial activity,-urban indus-

trial renewal, etc.) and suburban development (fringe-area shopping

centers, suburban industrial parks, etc.) respectively.

6.1) Service and Manufacturing Sectors of Oregon's Economy. Prior

to 1950, Oregon's industrial activity was dominated by the resource-

based sectors, wood and food products. In the last two decades

however, the state's economy has been characterized by a broadening

of the industrial base and a steady growth in the service sector.

Growth in the manufacturing of durable and non-durable goods

has been quite diversified, with the metals-related industries and
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electronics industries providing the largest contributions to value

added and employment.
47

The service sector, encompassing such activities as wholesale

and retail trade, tourism, and government services, has also grown

steadily since 1950.
48 This growth is reflected in an increase in

the employment multiplier from 2.8 in 1950 to 3.4 in 1970.
49

6.2) Land Conversion Dynamics. The standard measure for determining

the requirements for commercial and industrial land is the "employee/

acre" ratio, and this is the coefficient utilized in this research.
50

Hence, it is economic activity in the service and manufacturing sec-

tors of the OSSIM, as measured by the size of the labor force in each

sector, that "drives" the land conversion process. The demand for

commercial/industrial land in the ith region at time t (INDi(t)) is

47Manufacturing of durable and non-durable goods was responsible

for approximately 15% of the state's $13.5 billion 1970 gross domes-

tic product, with 85% of the manufacturing activity taking place in

the Willamette Valley (86).

48The service sector generated approximately 60% of the 1970

gross domestic product, with 73% of this activity occurring in the

Willamette Valley (86).

49The employment multiplier accounts for the fact that "second-

ary" industries derive their growth from the growth of "primary"

industries, and that the relationship is non-linear (i.e. a multi-

plier of 3.4 indicates that one new primary job ultimately results

in 2.4 additional secondary jobs (87).

50This ratio is essentially a measure of the relative "intensity"

of use within the commercial/industrial category. Activities with

ratios less than ten are considered extensive, while activities with

ratios in excess of seventy are considered intensive.
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where
51
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INDi(t) = COML (t) + MFGL1(t) + FOOL + WDPL1(t)

COML(t) = commercial land required at time t; calculated by
dividing the service sector labor force (SLBR(t),
from the Economic Component of OSSIM) by the
employee/acre ratio for commercial activity (EAS),
a scenario variable with a default value of ten.

MFGL(t) = manufacturing land required at time t; calculated
by dividing the manufacturing sector labor force
( MLBR(t)) by the employee/acre ratio for manu-
facturing activity (EAM), a scenario variable
with a default value of thirty.

FODL(t) = food processing industry land required at time t;
calculated by dividing the food processing sector
labor force (FLBR(t) by the employee/acre ratio
for food processing activity (EAF), a scenario
variable with a default value of twenty-five.

WDPL(t) = wood products industry land required at time t;
calculated by dividing the wood products sector
labor force (WLBR(t) by the employee/acre ratio
for wood products activity (EAW), a scenario
variable with a default value of seven.

This demand is then compared with the existing supply of commer-

cial/industrial land (L6(t-1)). If the difference (AIND(t)) exceeds

the existing amount of "vacant" commercial/industrial land (IVAC(t-1)),

then the vacant land is eliminated and additional land (INDTR(t)) is

converted to this use:

L6(t) = L
6
(t-1) + INDTR(t) [4.161

51Again, the regional subscript is dropped in the interest of

brevity, with the assumption that all following calculations are

repeated for each region.
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IVAC(t) = 0 [4.17]

where

INDTR(t) = AIND(t) - IVAC(t-1)

If, on the other hand, the difference is less than the existing amount

of vacant land, then the level of vacant land is decreased by the

difference:

IVAC(t) = IVAC(t-1) - AIND(t)

The source of the supply of commercial/industrial land is treated

as a policy. The variable SPLT, a region-specific variable

(0 <SPLT<l), is the fraction of the new commercial/industrial land

to be supplied by the urban source (high density residential land),

with the remainder being supplied by the rural source (agricultural

land):

TR
6,1

(t) = INDTR(t) SPLT

TR
6,4

(t) = INDTR(t) (1 - SPLT)

The default values of SPLT are:

i=1 i =2 i=3

.5 .2 .1

Figure 4-15 summarizes the commercial/industrial land conversion

dynamics.

[4.18]

[4.19]

7) Wilderness/Open Space Land

Perhaps one of the most difficult land use issues that will con-

front Oregonians throughout the remainder of this century is how much

of the land should be preserved in its "natural" state. Some believe
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Figure 4-15. Industrial/Commercial land conversion dynamics.



that

. . . man has been discovering, too slowly, that an utterly
vanquished natural environment is not what he wanted at
all; and that in killing it, he has killed part of him-
self." (88, p. x).

104

They seem to feel that the ecological benefits to society resulting

from the preservation of the pristine nature of certain areas outweigh,

in the aggregate, the attendant economic costs.

Others claim that

"The imposition of restrictions on harvesting, such as
bans on clearcutting, is done to preserve the aesthetic
values of the forest. Such restrictions impose certain
costs on society when they conflict with biologically sound
and economically efficient methods of harvesting. Aesthetic
beauty will be enjoyed by those who view it, but the costs
of harvesting restrictions will be borne by society as a
whole. . ." (89).

They seem to feel that the societal costs associated with excessive

preservation outweigh, in the aggregate, the societal benefits.

Thus, the issue seems to reduce to one of degree, with nearly

everyone recognizing the fact that some land will (and should) be

preserved; the questions are how much should be preserved, how signi-

ficant are the benefits of preservation (in the aggregate), and how

large are the costs (in the aggregate).

Wilderness land is defined as:

". . . an area where the earth and its community of life
are untrammeled by man; where man himself is a visitor who

does not remain. ." (90, p. 15).

There are presently ten dedicated wilderness areas in Oregon (totaling

765,000 acres), all of which are located within national forests man-

aged by the U.S. Forest Service. In addition there are twenty-seven
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Federal Research Natural Areas (totaling 35,000 acres) wherein the

natural features of the land are preserved in an undisturbed state.

Open Space, a concept of relatively recent but growing concern

to Oregonians, is generally defined as

"rural lands where agriculture may be the prime use, but
where esthetic and urban form considerations are also
important. Open Space conservation by this definition
need thus not involve public access, and in fact would
usually not; open space fulfills its 'recreational'
functions through conserving pleasing rural landscapes."
(91, p. 1).

For the purposes of the present research, however, only those areas

which are "dedicated" exclusively to open space are considered to be

in this use category (i.e. if the area remains in agricultural pro-

duction it is considered to be agricultural land, even though it may

simultaneously perform the same function as dedicated open space).

The transition of land to and from the wilderness/open space use

category is treated as a policy issue. Forest land may be removed

from the commercial forest use category and added to the wilderness/

open space category (or vice versa) by adjusting TR
5,7

(t), a region-

specific variable with a default value of zero. If the forest land

inventory is changed, however, then the average annual sawtimber pro-

jections which are the driving factor in the Logging and Wood Products

Sector of the Economic Component are modified accordingly.
52

Agri-

cultural land may be removed from that use category and added to the

52
The default assumption is that the annual yield is reduced (or

increased) by the same percentage as was the forest land inventory.
However, the sawtimber projection tables could be modified in a more
complex, but probably more realistic, manner if the model user so

chooses.
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wilderness /open space category (or vice versa) by adjusting TR
4,7

(0,

another region-specific variable with a default value of zero. Since

land is a direct factor of production in the Agriculture and Food

Products Sector, no additional changes in the Economic Component are

necessary.

Figure 4-16 summarizes the land conversion dynamics of Wilderness/

Open Space Land:

L
7
(t) = L

7
(t-1) + TE

5,7
(t) + TR

5,7
(0

TR
5,7

(t) TR
4,7

(t)

From L
5
(t) From L

4
(t)

(Forest Land) (Agricultural
Land)

L
7
(t)

Wilderness/Open
Space Land

Figure 4-16. Wilderness/Opens space land conversion dynamics.

8) Unused Land

Unused land is land which does not qualify for one of the other

seven specific use categories--a residual. It does, however, act as

a direct "source" for both forest land and agricultural land, and

indirectly as a source for residential land. For instance, were it

desired to test a policy which would result in the conversion of

unused land to residential use, then the amount of residential land



to be supplied from the unused category would be:

where

TR
8,4

(t) = X (DOUT
4
(t)

(DOUT
4
(0 = total demand for residential land
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X = the fraction of this demand to be supplied from the

unused land category (0 < X < 1).

Should it be desired to test a scenario which called for an in-

crease in the amounts of either agricultural or forest land resulting

from technological progress, then TR8,4(t) or TR8 5(t) would be ad-

justed accordingly. For example, a scenario which proposed the recla-

mation of large presently unused areas of a region through massive

irrigation could be tested for its economic and demographic impact,

as could one which proposed the introduction of large-scale applica-

tion of advanced logging techniques.

Figure 4-17 illustrates the land conversion dynamics of Unused

Land:

L8(t) = L
8
(t-1) - TR

8,4
(t) -- TR

8,5
(t)

To L
4
(0 To L

5
(t)

(Agricultural (Forest Land)

Land)

Figure 4-17. Unused land conversion dynamics.
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9) Speculation in the Land Market

"America, from its inception, was a speculation. It was a specu-

lation to Columbus. It was considered a speculation by the kings of

Spain, France and England. . ." (92, p. 1). And land speculation,

in a variety of forms and driven by a variety of motivations, has over

the years become an integral part of our national tradition. George

Washington, Patrick Henry and Benjamin Franklin, great and revered

Americans all, were among the most active land speculators of colonial

times. It was widespread speculation in land that spearheaded the

colonization of the west. Horace Greeley is credited with describing

the land speculator as "anyone who claimed or purchased raw land with

no intent to farm it or who acquired more land than he could expect

to develop" (93, p. 6). In more recent times, the term "land specu-

lation" has been applied to transactions involving the urban fringe

areas, where rural lands are converted to more intensive uses.

The common thread among nearly all interpretations of the con-

cept of "land speculation" is that it involves the investment of

monies in land at some degree of risk with an anticipation of even-

tual gain.
53 In this sense, nearly everyone who owns, buys, or sells

land could be considered a speculator, and it is in this wider con-

text that the term is used herein.

53The model assumes that the speculation is "rational" (i.e.

that the anticipated gain exceeds the expected risk).
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The basic assumption underlying the development of the model of

the speculative process is that al] land which is currently in one

use, but which is a candidate for conversion to a more intense use,

becomes increasingly valuable as it approaches (temporally) the instant

of conversion. The speculative value of land is determined by the

estimated rate at which the land is being converted to the next use

and a discounting procedure which considers holding costs and land

rent associated with the current use.

9.1) Estimated Elapsed Time Until Land Conversion. In order to deter-

mine the speculative value of land, it is first necessary to estimate

the length of time the land must be held in its present use. This

time varies from essentially zero (for the "next" acre to be converted)

to infinity (for land which will "never" be converted) with a contin-

uous time spectrum representing all land which will eventually be con-

verted.
54

Letting (I)
k
(t) be the estimated rate of conversion across the

kth use boundary (wk(t)), and recalling that (POUTk(t) is the actual

rate of conversion at time T, then:

-T

k
(t) = (DOW

k
(T)e

54
Gaffney (94, p. 137) states:

dT

"Under dynamic conditions, land is often

in transit from one use to another and usually higher use. In anti-

cipation of a move, it develops an 'expectation value,' or speculative
value, that is higher than the income from the current best use will

support. When should the owner take the quantum jump and initiate

higher use? When is the land ripe for the change?". (emphasis-mine.)
Estimated time until conversion in the present research is analogous
to Gaffney's "ripeness date."
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where

d(1)
k 1

dt
= -

k
(t) +

1 NWT
k

d(1)k(t)

dt
= [(DOUT

k
(t) -

k
(t)]

T
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T = averaging time constant, or smoothing delay, in the estimation

process; a scenario variable with a default value of one-half

year.

(Estimated rate)

IOUTk(t)

(Actual rate)

Figure 4-18. Calculation of estimated rate of conversion.

In discrete terms, the value of & at time (t+1) equals the value

at time (t) plus the "smoothed" or time averaged error between the

estimated and the actual values:

()
k
(t+1) =

k
(t) + 1 [40UT

k
(t) k(t)] [4.20]
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At this point, it is necessary to elaborate somewhat on the

ordering variable w introduced in section 2. The values of w that

lie between any two adjacent use boundaries (wk-1(t) < w < wk(t))

"order" the land in the kth use category according to its temporal

proximity to the time of conversion to use category k-1. It is

assumed that associated with every acre of agricultural land is a

period of time which will elapse before it is converted to residen-

tial use, and that w orders the agricultural acres according to the

lengths of this period. The next acre to be converted (i.e. the one

most "proximal" to the time of conversion) would be represented by

an w equal to (w3(t) + e), with less proximal acres having corres-

pondingly higher values of w. Thus, one could picture the use boun-

daries (wk(t)) in the land pie rotating to the right (increasing) as

conversion proceeds, with the difference between wk(t) and a fixed

value of w decreasing.

The estimated time it will take for the use boundary wk-1(t) to

"reach" land with temporal proximity represented by (1) is denoted

T
k '

(w.t) and is given by

T
k '

(art) =

2n (t)
2
w

dw

(4 (t)
k-1

^ ITR4(t)
2

T
k '
(A-t) = ^ w2 - w

k-1
(f-1

/

(11. k(t)

[4.21]
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Figure 4-19 illustrates the relationship between w, wk(t),

A A

T
k
(w.t) and f

k
(t).

0 w
k-1

(t) 10

Figure 4-19 Calculation of estimated time until conversion.

9.2) Land Rent. In order to determine the speculative value of land,

it is necessary to obtain a measure of the net cost of the holding of

land until the time of conversion, and this in turn requires an esti-

mation of the interim yield, or "land rent" associated with the

present land use. Barlowe (58, p. 157) defines land rent as "the

economic return that accrues or should accrue for its use in produc-

tion." Ricardo (95, p. 47) in the early nineteenth century, argued

that this return resulted primarily from the fact that land was

limited in quantity and that it varied in quality:
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. . .
It is only, then because land is not unlimited in

quantity and uniform in quality, and because, in the pro-

gress of population, land of an inferior quality, or less
advantageously situated, is called into cultivation, that

rent is ever paid for the use of it. When, in the progress

of society, land of second degree of fertility is taken

into cultivation, rent immediately commences on that of

first quality, and the amount of that rent will depend

on the difference in the quality of these two portions

of land."

Von Thiinen (56, p. 147), on the other hand, theorized that rent

resulted principally from the location of the land relative to the

central market:

"If rye grown at a distance is brought to market at the

same time as rye grown near the Town, that coming from

a distance cannot sell for less than 1.5 thalers the

bushel (its cost to the producer), although the farmer

who lives near Town could sell his grain at half a thaler

and still recover all that he has spent on transport and

production.
But he can neither be forced or expected to sell his

rye for less than the farmer who lives farther away when

both products are of the same quality.
To the buyer, rye grown near the Town is worth as much

as that grown at a distance; it is a matter of complete
indifference to him that the one cost more to produce than

the other.
That which the farmer living near the Town earns over

and above his costs is for him pure profit.

As this profit remains constant over the years, land

near the Town yields an annual rent."

Modern rent theory combines the factors of quantity, quality and

location of land with such factors as capital improvements and prox-

imity to amenities to form a "use-capacity" or "use-intensity" index.

The general relationship between use-capacity and land rent is

illustrated in Figure 4-20.
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Decreasing use-capacity

Figure 4-20. The relationship between land rent and use-capacity
(after Barlowe (58, p. 169))

The land rent for residential land (LRk(t)) is calculated util-

izing the following formula (69).
55

LRk(t) = .12 PHk(t) DENSk(t)

where

PHk(t) = the price of new housing ($ /household)

DENS
k
(t) = the kth residential density :'household /acre)

The land rent for agricultural land ( LR4(t)) is given by:

LR
4
(t) = NFR(t)/L4(t)

where

NFR(t) = net farm receipts ($/year)

L
4
(t) = agricultural land in production (acres)

Thus, since the land pie is divided into four discrete use

categories that are arranged according to intensity of use (or

55
Monthly "rent" is assumed to equal one one-hundredth of the

value of housing.



use-capacity), the concept of land rent embodied in Figure 4-16 is

approximated in the model as illustrated in Figure 4-21

High Density Residential Land

Medium Density Residential Land

115

Low Density Residential Land

wl(t) (t)

gricultural land

w
3
(t)

(Decreasing intensity of use)

00'

Figure 4-21. Land rent as a function of intensity of use.

9.3) Speculative Value of Land. Having ordered all land in each use

category according to the estimated time until conversion and having

determined the land rent attributable to the present use, the "specu-

lative value" of the land is calculated.
56

The current value of land

which will have value X one year from now is (96):

56In the interest of brevity and in order to reduce the cost of
running the model, only the speculative value of agricultural land

is calculated. The algorithm could, however, be used to calculate
a similar measure for the three other categories, although the sig-
nificance of such a measure in the real world would be less than
that of the speculative value of agricultural land.
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X
V(1) -

(1+I+T) (1+I/2)

where

I = income rate (% /year)

T = property tax rate (% /year)

X = interim yield of the land in its current use ($/year)

The current value of land which must be held for two years is

[
V(2) =

1 X

(1+I+T) (I+I+T) (I+I/2) (1+I/2) '

and by recursion, the value of land which must be held for n years is

V(n) = X
(1+I+T)

n (1+I/2)

1

k-Y-1 (1+I+T)j-1

Letting J = j-1 and rewriting the above sum as the difference between

two infinite sums,

Since

V(n) =
X S

CO

1
CO

(1+I+T)n (1+/2)
JO (1+I+T)

k /
J=n (1+I+T)

1 I

(1+I+T) I 1'

then the first sum can be approximated by

CO

1 1
-

1

j=0 (1+I+T)J [1 1

1+I+1]

The second sum can also be reduced:

1
-

1
I

1 1 1

j=n (I+I+T)J (1+I+T) j=0 (I+I+T)J (1+I+T)n 1 - (
-1+111-T)

therefore,
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X S
I

a,
1

V(n) = (1+I/2) 1 1,_
(1+I+T)11 Li- -1-.Th

1+1+T) fl

and by further reduction of frar.iorr3

S
V(n) = --------- + -,-- 11 + '! 1 - ---2,,----- [ .22]

r(1+1/2) i .1-fTi
JL (14-;.+T)

n
(1+I+T)11

By making the fc,llowing substitutions, -,:tun. P4,221 can he

written in terms of model variables:

V(n) = SPEC(w;t)

X = PL3(t)

n = T4(w;t)

S = LR
4
(0

I = EAINT

T = FTR

SPEC(w;t) =

PL (t)
3'

T4(w ;t)

(1+EAINT+ITR)

LR
4
(0

1 +
EAINT

2

1 +
1

EAINT +FTR4

1
A

T4(w;t)
(1+EAINT+FTR)

[4.23]

Thus, the observed rate of conversion of agricultural land to

residential use (MUT
4
(0) is the basis for generating a smoothed

estimated rate of what it will be in the future (04(t)). This esti-

mated rate determines the estimated length of time until conversion

(T
4
013' .0) for various values of the ordering variable w. The net cost

of holding the land until conversion is then used to "discount" the
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expected future value the land would have after its conversion. The

variable SPEC(w;t) is the current "speculative value" of agricultural

land in relation to its value were it to be converted to residential

use after T
4
(w;t) years. As conversion rates increase, the estimated

time until conversion for land with a given w decreases, the net hold-

ing cost decreases, and the speculative value increases, ceritus

paribus. Conversely, decreasing conversion rates cause holding times

(and net costs) to increase, and the speculative value is reduced.
57

In order to employ the concept of speculative land value in the

agricultural capital formation calculation, it is necessary to reduce

SPEC(w;t) (a function of w) to a single value--a number which rep-

resents the aggregate speculative price of agricultural land in the

region. Denoted SP(t), this aggregate (or average) is defined as the

centroid about PL4(t) of the area under the curve of the function

SPEC(w;t) (97, p. 213):

where

. A.

SP(t) =
=1

A.

j=1

A = area of the jth segment under the curve, using the trape-
zoidzoid approximation, with. Caw .002.

57
In the case where the interim yield at the current use is very

high and the holding costs very small, it is possible for the calcu-
lated speculative value to exceed the potential value after conver-

sion. This would indicate that there was no real speculative value
relative to conversion and that the market would, if anything, warrant
a conversion in the opposite direction.
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= moment of the jth segment about PL
4
(t).

n = the number of segments in the interval (w 1(0 < w < (di),

where w' is defined by SPEC(w';t) = PL4(tl.

PL
3
(t)

J
(Centroid about PL

4
(t))

PL
4
(t)

0

SP(t)

w
3
(t) Aw

w

w'

Figure 4-22. Speculative price of agricultural land

1.0

The speculative value of all agricultural land in a region (SV(t))

is then simply SP(0.1,4(t), and the cumulative change in speculative

value (iSV(t)) that occurs over a period of one year is the variable

used in the agricultural capital formation model (see section 4.3).

9.4) The Price of Land. The final calculation is the updating of the

price of land (in constant 1970 dollars). The price of land (PLk(t)

k = 1,4) is scaled up or down by the smoothed value of the fractional

change in land rent (LRk(t)):



where

LRk(t) -

PLk(t) = PLk(t-1)
LRk(t-1)

1

MKT)

120

[4.23]

= the smoothing time in the price updating process; a
non-region-specific scenario variable with a default

value of 3 years

This adjustment reflects the changes in "productivity" of the

land, as measured by the current value of land rent. In addition,

the impact on the land market of restricting the rates of conversion

of agricultural land to more intense uses is considered.
58

The

price of residential land (PLk(t), k = 1,3) is scaled upward as the

agricultural land in the region available for conversion diminishes:

where

[PLk(t) = PLk(t) 1 +
L4(t) - L4(t-l)

1

ZONE
k
-L

4
(0) NEU

[4.24]

,ZONE = fraction of agricultural land at t=0 that is available
for conversion to residential use; a region-specific
policy variable with default values of

i=1 i=2 i=3

.3 .2 .1

58Clawson and Perloff (98) argue that, "Zoning and other land use
controls, when effective, are a restriction upon the supply of build-
able land; one is tempted to say 'an artificial restriction,' in the
sense that they are manmade, not inherent in the physical land avail-

ability. But it is also well to note that all markets for all commod-
ities are artificial to a degree; they operate within a framework of

laws and institutions made or governed by public action. Even where

zoning is so weak that it can usually be overthrown by a determined
assault it exerts a substantial effect upon land prices. . . If the

the demand for buildable suburban land is moderately inelastic (as we

judge it is in the absence of any rigorous analysis of the question),
the price of suburban land moves upward more than proportionately to
the decrease in supply resulting from zoning. . ." (emphasis mine.)
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10) Summary of Dynamic Interactions

The land use model presented is driven by demands for land which

originate in the demographic component of OSSIM (as measured by the

non-farm household population), and in the economic component (as

measured by the level of activity in the four economic sectors). There

are numerous feedback loops in the model, both positive and negative,

as there seem to be in the real world system. Some of the loops con-

nect the land use model with other components in the OSSIM, and some

are internal (contained entirely within the land use model).

Figure 4-23 is a "causal loop diagram" which illustrates the major

loops in the model. A "plus" symbol by an arrowhead indicates that

an increase (decrease) in the value of the variable at the origin of

the arrow will cause an increase (decrease) in the variable at the

other terminus. A "minus" symbol means an increase (decrease) will

cause a decrease (increase). Hence, the sign of the loop can be deter-

mined by simply counting the "minus" symbols in the loop: an even

number (including zero) indicates the loop is positive feedback; an

odd number indicates the loop is negative feedback.
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Figure 4-23. Causal loop diagram of land use model.
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CHAPTER V

SIMULATION MODEL TESTS

As discussed in Chapter 3, the objective of the testing phase is

to establish the credibility of the simulation. Since the land use

model developed in this research is an integral part of a larger model

(the OSSIM), its ultimate credibility as a single part must be deter-

mined in the context of the performance of the whole. There are,

however, certain tests which can be conducted on individual components

of a larger simulation model which allow the accuracy of the two trans-

lations to be verified and which will give some indication of how the

component will behave when dynamically linked with other components.

1) Verification

The process of verifying the land use simulation model was itself

an iterative process. Initially, a series of equations was hypothesized

that seemed to best represent the relationships between the various

entities in the real world system. These were then programmed in

FORTRAN and, after considerable effort, the programs were "debugged"

to the point where the simulation "ran."59 There remained, however,

subtle errors in the programming "translation" that were not discovered

until the validation stage. They were finally eliminated by conducting

59The length of time required to complete this first debugging
seems to be proportional to the square of the number of variables and
equations; it is recommended that this number be kept to a minimum
with additional detail added after a basic program is running.
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a line-by-line hand calculation and comparing the results with a com-

plete listing of the values of all dynamic variables. And, in light of

the complexity of the model and the existence of numerous internal

feedback loops, this hand calculation procedure was repeated following

each major change in the model structure.

The land use model has also been programmed into the OSSIM, and

is presently running with all dynamic links to the Economic and Demo-

graphic components verified.

2) Sensitivity Analysis

There are two reasons for performing sensitivity tests on a model

such as the OSSIM; the first involves data inputs and the second in-

volves policy/scenario inputs. Data inputs are those parameters and

coefficients that are empirically determined by the modeler. Unfor-

tunately, there is considerable variation in the reliability of data

used in socio-economic models, particularly when they are highly aggre-

gated data. Hence, any information which can lead to the identifica-

tion of those parameters and coefficients to which the model seems to

be most "sensitive" can be quite useful. For example, suppose it is

assumed, based on the estimated reliability of the data, that a par-

ticular parameter value is normally distributed, with mean p and

standard deviation 0. If it is possible to vary the parameter value

in the model by well in excess of 3a, with little or no change in the

results (output variables), then the model is probably not sensitive

to the parameter, and the value p could be used in the simulation run
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with some confidence. There would also be little incentive to expend

scarce resources gathering additional data in order to reduce the

value of a.

If, on the other hand, variations in the parameter of less than

la result in substantially different results, then the model is prob-

ably sensitive to the parameter. In this case, the value of u would

be used with less confidence, and there would be some justification

for claiming that "better data are required."

The case of policy/scenario inputs is essentially analogous.

Policy and scenario inputs are those whose values are specified by

the model user. If it is reasonable to assume that the range of

values that could be assigned to these inputs is known by the user,

then they can be treated in much the same way as data inputs. How-

ever, the conclusions drawn from the results now pertain to the utility

of the policy or the significance of the scenario being tested. If

large (relative to some normatively selected "average" value) varia-

tions in a policy variable have little effect on the simulation out-

come, then the policy probably has little utility. Conversely, a

policy to which the model is very "sensitive" might have promise, and

at least indicates that considerable care should be exercised when

changing that policy.
60

Thus, sensitivity testing aids in further refinement of the model,

and can produce results which are directly useful in the real world.

60Of course, the degree to which the real world system would be

"sensitive" to the same policy depends on the validity of the model.
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Sensitivity testing of the OSSIM is currently in progress and

several runs have been conducted to verify the testing programs. No

formal sensitivity tests have been conducted on the land use model.

However, several observations concerning the sensitivity of the model

to various inputs which were made during the verification and valida-

tion phases are presented in section four of this chapter.
61

3) Validation

The criterion employed to validate the land use model is the same

as that discussed in Chapter 3: face validity. Like verification,

this was an iterative process. The model was run repeatedly and the

output evaluated by the present author (and his co-workers, whenever

possible); discrepancies between the model's behavior and the subjec-

tive estimates by the evaluator(s) as to how the real world system

would behave given the same circumstances were observed; the nature

of the discrepancy identified a particular theory, hypothesis or rela-

tionship in the model as the probable cause for the discrepancy. At

this point, one of three events took place. (a) the theory, upon

further reflection and research, was found to be inadequate or even

incorrect, and the model was altered to reflect the revised theory.

(b) the theory seemed to be sound and, upon further reflection and

61
Inasmuch as it is the sensitivy of other components in OSSIM

to land use policies (and vice versa) that is of primary concern,
sensitivity testing of the isolated land use component has been con-

fined to subjective analyses.
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research, the estimates of how the real world system would behave were

found to be inadequate. (c) neither theory nor estimates of expected

behavior could be successfully challenged, and the problem turned

out to be one of belated "verification" (i.e. a "bug" in the program

was discovered).

These three events occurred with approximate probabilities of

.9, .09, and .01 respectively. Event (a) occurred most often because

the earlier versions of the model were intentionally unsophisticated

to minimize the verification problems. Event (c) seldom occurred;

however, when it did occur, it was by far the most frustrating.

After the discrepancy was resolved, the revised model was run

again, and the process repeated. The model thus "evolved" to its

present state. Naturally, like all models, there are still detectable

discrepancies in behavior which can be observed. It has, however,

reached a state that is comparable with the other components in the

OSSIM and which the present author feels is adequate for its intended

purpose.

4) Results of Selected Simulation Runs

The results presented in this section are those which were genera-

ted during the validation phase. The land use model, when running

in the OSSIM, is driven by dynamic inputs which originate in two other

components. The demand for residential land is driven by the time-

varying household matrix in the Demographic Component, and the demand

for commercial/industrial land is driven by the level of activity in
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the service and manufacturing sectors of the Economic Component.
62

In order to test the land use model, these inputs had to be

exogeneously generated and provided as "dummy" drivers. The driving

variables are:

NFHH = the total non-farm population of the ith region

(households).

SLBR.(t) = the service sector labor force in the ith region.

MLBRi(t) = the manufacturing sector labor force in the ith

region.

FLBR1(t) = the food products sector labor force in the ith

region.

WLBR (t) = the wood products sector labor force in the ith

region.

The following initial values for the non-farm household population,

adjusted to account for multiple household housing unit occupancy,

were obtained from the OSSIM:
63

1=1

NFHH(0) 494,000

i=2

130,000

1=3

53,000

For testing purposes, the non-farm household population is dis-

tributed among the three housing demand classes (HDC (t) by:
64

62In the OSSIM, the supply of agricultural land is passed from

the Land Use Component to the agricultural sector of the Economic Com-

ponent. However, the model of that sector is included in the present

land use model, making that an internal rather than external feedback.

63As before, the regional subscript is dropped with the assump-

tion that all following calculations are repeated for each region.

64Thus, the partitioning of the HD
K,J

(t) matrix is not tested here,

although it was satisfactorily testel in the OSSIM.



where

HDC
j
(t) = NFHH(t)*PDIST

k

PDIST
k
= the vector which assigns non-farm households to one
of the three housing demand categories

3

y PDIST
k
(t) = 1.0

k=1
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The following values used for PDISTk are based on the initial (1970)

values in the household size/income matrix of the Demographic Com-

ponent, partitioned by INC2(0) = 8,000, INC3(0) = 12,000, and TFS =3:

i=1 i=2 i=3

k=1 .920 .935 .940

k=2 .070 .060 .055

k=3 .010 .005 .005

It is assumed for all test runs that the population distribution

(according to size and income) remains constant at the 1970 distri-

bution.

The initial values for each of the labor force variables were

obtained from the Economic Component of the OSSIM:

1=1 i=2 i=3

SLBR(0) 410,000 84,000 6,800

MLBR(0) 77,000 9,000 4,500

FLBR(0) 16,000 2,200 20,000

WLBR(0) 34,000 25,000 13,000

These five "dummy" variables were then programmed to change with

time according to four prescribed driving functions: (1) constant
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growth rate; (2) exponential growth rate; (3) constant rate of decline;

(4) sinusoidal variation in rate. Each of the above cases was run

for all three regions for a simulation time of five years. Each case

was also run for the Willamette Valley for a simulation time of forty

years. The results of the forty-year test runs are summarized in

sections 4.1 through 4.4 and in figures 5-1 through 5-3.
65

Figure

5-4 is a plot of the speculative value of agricultural land in each

region as a function of the estimated time until conversion. Sample

output listings for each region are contained in Appendix III.

4.1) Constant Growth Rate. In the first test, the following equa-

tion for the five output variables (denoted X_,(0) was used:

Mt-1-1) = )(JO + )C.(0)

In other words, the population and labor force (economic activity)

were assumed to grow with a constant annual increment equal to two

per cent of the 1970 values.

As indicated in figures 5-1 through 5-3, the response of the model

to the ramp input was a ramp output.
66

The agricultural sector was

an exception, where the positive feedback loop in capital formation

is dominant. This is a result of the relative magnitudes of the

65
Figures 5-1 through 5-3 are plots of representative

output variables for the Willamette Valley. The trends for the other
two regions were similar to those for the valley; Appendix III gives
an indication of the relative magnitude of all output variables at
a simulation time of five years.

66
The response of the model was similar to that of a first order

linear system with a very short time constant.
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5-2. Selected land use outputs for forty year run, Willamette Valley.
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time until conversion.
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current default values of the Propensity to invest and capital depre-

ciation scenario variables. Since there is a paucity of reliable

data on the values of these two coefficients (particularly at such a

high level of aggregation), additional runs will be made in the future

in an attempt to better estimate their values.

4.2) Exponential Growth Rate. In this test, the five input variables

were projected using the following equation:

)(.(t-1-1) = 1.02 )(.3 (t)

(i.e. the population and level of economic activity were assumed to

grow exponentially at a rate of two per cent per year.) As indicated

in figures 5-1 through 5-3, the response of the model to an exponen-

tial input was an exponential output.

4.3) Constant Rate of Decline. In the case of declining population

and decreasing economic activity, the inputs were driven with the

following equation:

)C (t4-1) = X.(t) - .02 X.(0)

The response to this negative ramp was: the number of vacant but

available housing units increased, the occupied housing stock decreas-

ed; new housing construction dropped to the replacement rate; land

conversion ceased, and the speculative value of agricultural land

was nil; residential land values gradually fell, as did the price of

housing and the qualifying incomes for purchase thereof; the distri-

bution of households by housing demand category remained constant,

as did the residential densities.
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4.4) Sinusoidal Variation in Rate. In the final test case, the

inputs were assumed to behave according to the following equation.
67

where

X.(t) = isin (
2fft)

A=theamplitudeoftheoscillation(assumedtobe.2X.(0))

T = the period of the oscillation (assumed to be 20 years)

The response to the sinusoidal driving function was as expected.

The estimated rate of conversion of agricultural land oscillated

with the same period (although not as a perfect sin wave) with a

slight shift in phase. The housing vacancy oscillated 180 degrees

out of phase with the population. The speculative value of agricul-

tural land fell to zero during periods of decreasing population, and

peaked during periods of increasing population. The agricultural

sector of the economy was relatively insensitive to the oscillations.

67
This is not a particularly realistic driving function in the

context of the real world system. It was performed as an exercise to

see how the model would respond to changes in the direction of

driving inputs.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The final chapter will present several conclusions the author

has drawn from the study as a whole: those which relate to the utility

of computer simulation, those which relate to land use policy, and

those which concern interdisciplinary research.
68

1) Conclusions Regarding the Utility of Computer Simulation

Perhaps the most significant conclusion which resulted from this

study was that there seem to exist three general categories of "appli-

cations" for computer simulation models of socio-economic systems; and,

that these applications range in level of sophistication from teaching

devices to investigative tools to policy making aids; 69
and, further-

more, that it is important that the category of the intended applica-

tion of a model be identified and agreed upon by both modeler and user

during the problem definition phase and kept clearly in mind through-

out the remainder of the process. Unfortunately, the accomplishment

of this task is not as straightforward as it might sound.

First, it is often difficult for the user to identify (with the

68
This taxonomy is somewhat artificial, since the conclusions in

the three areas are not necessarily independent. It does serve, how-
ever, as a means of focusing on the central issues in each area.

69
It should be emphasized that the term "level of sophistication"

here refers to the "application" or "use" of the model, and not to the
model itself.
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required precision) what the relevant issues or questions are today,

let alone what they might be when the model is completed. Second,

it is difficult for the model builder to determine what the ultimate

capabilities and limitations of a specific model will be (relative

to each of the three application categories) until after it has been

built and tested. Finally, it is difficult for both the model builder

and user to make those compromises that are inevitably required if

the union of the problem and model is to be a fruitful one.

If these difficulties are to be minimized both parties should

have a reasonably clear picture of the total "state of the art" of

each of the three applications. The remainder of this section will

summarize the opinion of the present author (substantiated by the

opinions of others in the field, where applicable) as to the current

status of each application category.

1.1) ...as a Pedagogical Tool. Nearly anyone who has successfully

employed computer simulation will testify that it is probably unequal-

led as a device for transmitting existing knowledge about the behavior

of complex dynamic systems to others.
70

The overall state of the art

relative to teaching applications could be referred to as "highly devel-

oped"; the body of generally accepted literature could be called "exten-

sive"; the quantity and quality of documentation of the techniques

employed could be labeled "high"; and, the degree of uncertainty or

70
While it is true that, historically, most teaching applications

were engineering and the physical sciences, the number of applications
in the area of socio-economics is growing rapidly (for example, see

(25), (99), (100).
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controversy surrounding the overall utility of simulation for the

teaching application could be considered "low."

1.2) ...as an Investigative Tool. The rate of application of com-

puter simulation as a means of acquiring new knowledge about the struc-

ture and behavior of complex dynamic systems is definitely increas-

ing;
71

and it is this application which, given the current state of

the art, will best permit the scientific/professional estate to con-

tribute to the solution of the contemporary problems faced by the

administrative/political estate.

As Chen (105, p. 632) put it,

"For those who believe that comprehensive social planning
can be done effectively only in a social learning process72

Forrester-type models can be a useful tool for this purpose.
Their usefulness derives from the comprehensive nature of
Forrester-type models, the explicitness inherent in all
analytical models, which helps pinpoint the imperfection of
our knowledge about behavioral problems and the difference
in mental images held by different individuals and social
groups. Put to use in this manner, Forrester-type models
would serve the purposes of assimilating expert opinions,
identifying research needs, suggesting social experimentation,
collecting critical data, and making evaluations that would
lead to the development of 'shared images' - a prerequisite
for comprehensive social planning." (emphasis mine).

The overall state of the art relative to investigative applica-

tions could be referred to as "moderately well developed, and advan-

cing"; the body of generally accepted literature could be called

"sizeable, and growing"; the quantity of quality of documentation

of the techniques employed could be labeled "fair, and improving";

and the degree of uncertainty or controversy surrounding the overall

71
For example, see (101), (102), (103), and (104).

72
Chen cites (106).
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utility of simulation for investigative applications would be con-

sidered "significant5but decreasing."

1.3) ...as a Policy Tool. The stated objective of this research

(p. 5) was to:

(1) equip state level decision-makers with a better insight
into the dynamic behavior of the complex socio-economic
systems they must regulate, and

(2) provide them with one more means of estimating the likely
consequences of outcomes associated with various policies and/or

scenarios.

There are two means of accomplishing this objective: indirect and

direct. The indirect route is via the previously discussed applica-

tions of computer simulation (i.e by helping decision makers acquire

knowledge about system structure and behavior). The direct route is

the subject of this section.

Perhaps at this point it would be useful to employ an analogy.

Let us assume that there is a "learning curve" for simulation. The

three applications could be located on the learning curve as indi-

cated in figure 6-1.

Policy

Pedagogical

Investigative

Time

Figure 6-1. Simulation "learning curve."
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The pedagogical application is nearing the asymtote, the investiga-

tive application is on the "steep" portion of the curve, and the

policy application is just leaving the origin.

The overall state of the art relative to (direct) policy appli-

cations could be referred to as "in its infancy." While there have

been numerous attempts to develop computer simulation models whose

predictive quantitative results were to directly influence policy

decisions,
73

the present author is aware of only one case where this

objective was actually attained (107). The body of generally accepted

literature (i.e. literature with a consensus on principal issues)

could be called "almost non-esistent." Opinions in the current lit-

erature seem to be uniformly distributed, with zero mean and a large

variance. The quantity and quality of documentation of the tech-

niques employed could be labeled "poor." And, finally, the degree of

uncertainty or controversy surrounding the overall utility of simu-

lation for policy applications could be considered "high, but with

hope for improvement." The current attitudes range from those of the

zealous advocate:

73
For example, see (52), (54), (108), and (109).

74
For example, see (110), (111), and (112)

75
Brewer (108), McLeod (109), and House (110) have "documented"

the paucity of good technical documentation which accompanies most
simulation models, and have offered suggestions as to how we (the
modeling community) might proceed to rectify the situation. The
response to date has been less than overwhelming.
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"Arthur D. Little, Inc. has shown modern computer tech-
nology to be an effective tool for finding practical solu-
tions to city problems. . . simulation models provide a
continuing method for finding answers and predicting results
as recommendations are followed and programs for revitali-

zation continue." (cited by Brewer (108, p. 114)).

to those of the devout skeptic:

"Model building has become an end in itself, and many
models have only a distant relationship to ill-defined
questions. . . such models, if constructed, should be
viewed as no more than the sincere opinions of their
builders. They should not be presented as scientifically
justified conclusions. If they are, decision makers may
place excessive trust in them - and this may lead to

bad decisions. Whether they are accepted as trustworthy
or not, unfounded claims (explicit or implied) of scien-
tific validity will tend to discredit science and call
into doubt the truly scientific contributions of scien-
tists." (113, p. 60).

And, fortunately, there seem to be some in the middle who view simu-

lation as

. . . an alternative approach in which the most complete
set of current information and knowledge, albiet partial,

is still utilized. Although simulation results cannot
yield point predictions, they can reveal a range of
possible future values and probable trends that are
certainly more useful than no information at all.

"The model represents a set of assumptions which are
internally consistent, justified both theoretically and
practically to the extent possible, and explicitly stated
for all to review and criticize. Even if such a model
produces only gross estimates, its use is a valid alter-
native to ignoring crucial issues." (114, p. 136).

The pessimist assumes that, because the state of the art of

policy applications seems to be so infantile and confused today,

there is little merit in the technique. The present author (an

optimist) sees the technique as one with much future potential,

and believes that it will advance in time, like the other applica-

tions that precede it, "up the learning curve."
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2) Conclusions Relative to Land Use Policy

It is not possible to draw any direct conclusions about the rela-

tive viability of various land use policies until the land use model

has been run in concert with the other components of the OSSIM. This

section will, however, attempt to summarize the author's opinions

as to the nature of the issues which should be tested with the model,

and present some of the background information that led to these

opinions.

In the final analysis, the central land use issue in Oregon (and

in other states, as well) reduces to one of "growth," and nearly all

of our current land use woes can be traced ultimately to this issue.
76

How much growth is necessary? How much growth can we tolerate? Can

(or should) we limit or regulate growth? How? Are there different

kinds of growth (i.e. "good" growth and "bad" growth)? If so, who

is to decide what is "good" and what is "bad"? Who benefits from

growth? And who pays? What are the causal factors behind growth?

Can they be influenced by policy? Where should growth take place,

and where should it not? Do we fully understand all of the important

feedback loops in the "system" that seem to influence growth? Are

we aware of all of the long run implications of growth vs. no-growth

decisions? The list is endless.

76Growth is defined here as an increase with time in the number
of people and in the level of economic and human activity (115).
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In recent years this issue has, unfortunately crystallized into

a mostly rhetorical battle between the extreme "growth" and "no

growth" factions, with neither side paying much attention to what

the other is saying:

"Most environmentalists concede in principal that
growth cannot be stopped immediately, but they appear to
spend all their efforts opposing attempts by developers
to accommodate the inevitably expanding population. They
seem to have no answer to the question: where will new
families live and work?

"For their part, the developers and construction
unions seem unable to grasp the environmentalists' point
that growth based on finite resources must end, that
urban sprawl is cancerous, that no project can be justi-
fied simply because it creates jobs and business." (116).

The arguments of both sides seem to have some merit, and lead

the casual observer to conclude that both may, in fact, be right.

It appears that this dichotomy is made possible because each faction

is utilizing a different temporal perspective. In the long run,

the argument of the environmentalists seems to be correct; in the

short run, the argument of the developers is most persuasive. When

the long and short run objectives come into conflict, as they obvi-

ously have in this case, decisions have to be made. These decisions

will reflect the relative values placed by the decision maker on the

various "good" and "bad" impacts or outcomes that are likely to be

associated with each objective.
77

Thus, if state level decision

77Since "there is no such thing as a free lunch," some will gain
and some will lose as a result of these decisions. Godwin and Shepard
(117) have identified the likely winners and losers associated with
various land use policies in Oregon.
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makers are to formulate land use policies that are truly "in the

Public Interest," they must have a reasonably clear picture of what

these likely outcomes (short and long run) will be.
78

In an effort

to help improve this picture, the OSSIM (and the land use model

developed in this research) are oriented toward testing growth vs.

no growth policies (118). The level of aggregation is admittedly

high, which has its advantages and its disadvantages. It does not

permit the testing of those policies which are highly location-

specific (e.g. where to locate a new sanitary landfill); nor does it

focus on the relative merits of specific plan-implementation tech-

niques of the same genre (e.g. performance zoning vs. compensable zon-

ing).
79

It does permit the evaluation of very broad control strate-

gies (e.g. land taxation, zoning, preservation, etc.) in various com-

binations, for each of the three regions. In addition, the structure

of the model is such that it could easily be modified to test highly

innovative control strategies.
80

78The assignment of the normative descriptors "good" and "bad"
to the various impacts and outcomes is the responsibility of the
administrative/political estate.

79See (119) for an excellent summary of the specific tools of
regulation and control which are (or could be) available for the
implementation of land use plans in Oregon.

80When analyzing the simulation results, one must be very careful
to insure that information obtained from the output at one level of
aggregation is not erroneously used to draw conclusions at another
lower level of aggregation (170).
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3) Conclusions Relevant to Interdisciplinary Research

Truly "interdisciplinary" research is highly relevant, challeng-

ing, rewarding and quite frustrating.
81

It seems clear that many of the problems which face society today

are so complex and inter-related that their "solution" is dependent,

in part, on the successful application of interdisciplinary research.
82

This stems from the observation that the total capability of a truly

interdisciplinary group exceeds the sum of the capabilities of the

individual participants. That is to say, there is a synergistic ele-

ment to interdisciplinary research that seems to be absent in disci-

plinary research.

81The present author concurs with Peterson's definition of inter-
disciplinary, which is often confused with multidisciplinary (121,
p. 9):

"Inter-disciplinary - all concerned disciplines proceed as a

team. Each team member understands fully what every other
team member is doing and saying.

"Multi-disciplinary - the resources of several disciplines are
brought to bear on a problem but the relevant disciplinary
research is conducted separately."

82This is not to say that their "solution" is not also dependent,
in part, on the successful application of disciplinary research.
Quite the contrary, since

". . . the specialized discipline is a highly efficient research

and educational tool. It is the central resource of science.
Without the cutting edge of rigorous disciplines, interdiscip-
plinary problems won't be solved either. . . The solution is

not to destroy or blunt the disciplines, but to learn how to
bring these disciplines to bear on multi- or interdisciplinary

problems. While we have done well in the disciplinary framework,
we have done very poorly in the interdisciplinary one. . .

Successful interdisciplinary research needs appropriate organi-
zation, but far more important are changes in attitudes of
researchers and administrators." (121, p. 19).
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The challenges and rewards of interdisciplinary research are

closely related. It requires that: all participants become quite

familiar with the fundamental principles of the other participants'

disciplines; that each participant be dedicated to making those con-

tributions which will attain the objectives of the team; and, finally,

that individual participants make an "extra effort" to insure that

open and relatively noise-free intra-group communication channels

are established and maintained.

It also seems clear (at least to this biased author) that the

engineering discipline can make a contribution to the solution of

these societal problems. While there is not complete agreement among

social scientists on this point,
83

the skills of the engineer do pre-

pare him to function effectively as a member of an interdisciplinary

team providing he has the desire to do so.

The frustrations associated with interdisciplinary work are many

and varied. They run the gamut from seemingly insurmountable problems

of coordination and administration to fundamental conflicts in the

personalities and aspirations of the participants.
84

All, however,

can be overcome and in the opinion of the present author, the rewards

outweigh the risks.

83
For example, see Hoos (122).

84Bella and Williamson (123) have summarized many of the conflicts
that arise in interdisciplinary research that are uncommon to disci-

plinary efforts.
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The final conclusion is that it is essential for all members of

the scientific/technical estate to maintain their objectivity, even

when faced with what may seem to be insurmountable odds. This

appears to take on added importance for those at the "interface" with

the administrative/political estate. For, as Norbert Wiener so

eloquently put it:

". . . When human atoms are knit into an organization in which
they are used, not in their full right as responsible human
beings, but as cogs and levers and rods, it matters little
that their raw material is flesh and blood. What is used as
an element in a machine, is in fact an element in the machine.
Whether we entrust our decisions to machines of metal, or to
those machines of flesh and blood which are bureaus and vast
laboratories and armies and corporations, we shall never
receive the right answers to our questions unless we ask
the right questions. . ." (124, p. 254).
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TABLE II. POLICY VARIABLES

Variable Name

in Text

Page No.

in Text

Willamette Valley

(Il)

Coastal Region

(I..2)

Eastern Oregon

(I3

Variable Name

in Program

CD
1

CD
2

63

u

30,000.

15,000.

24,000.

12,000.

20,000.

10,000.

UCDENS

CD
3

., 2,000. 1,500. 1,000. ,1

R 67 .07 .07 .07 CDINT

T
11

25. 25. 25. UDAMPD

PTR 1. .026 .021 .020 UDLTAX

TFS 69 3. 3. 3. -

PREF
1.1

71 .25 .10 .10 UDPREF

1,1 .70 .70 .70

1,3 .05 .20 .20

PREF
2.1

it
.05 .05 .05

si

2,2 .85 .75 .75

2,3 .10 .20 .20

PREF
3.1

II

.05 .05 .05
.

3,2 .80 .75 .70

3,3 .15 .20 .25

SDC
1

62 2,000. 2,000. 2,000. UDSDC

SDC
2

11 2,500. 2,500. 2,500.
It

SDC
3

it
3,000. 3,000. 3,000.

u

P 83 O. O. O. EDAWJO



TABLE II. POLICY VARIABLES (continued)

Variable Name

in Text

Page No.

in Text

Willamette Valley

(I2)

Coastal Region

(I=2)

Eastern Oregon

(I..3)

Variable Name

in Program

FTR 86 .026 .021 .020 EDALTR

PTI 89 .14 .15 .16 EDAPROK

KDEP
,1 .05 .05 .05 EDAKDEP

LEVI 90 1. 1. 1. EDALEVI

LEV2 .1 .1 .1 EDALEV2

SALV
II .3 .3 .3 EDASALV

FG 91 0. .05 .01 UDFGR

TR
5.4

97 0. 0. O. UDTRN54

TR
5.7

1 0. O. 0. UDTRN57

TR
8.5

98 O. 0. O. UDTRN85

EM

EAM

101

il

10.

30.

10.

30.

10.

30.

-

-

EAF
, 25. 25. 25. -

EAW
u 7. 7. 7. -

SPLT 102 .5 .2 .1 UDICSPLT

TR
4.7

106 0. O. O. UDTRN47

TR
8.4

107 0, O. O. UDTRN84

T 110 .5 .5 .5 UDTAU

ZONE 120 .3 .2 .1 UDZONE

?4(D 120 3. 3. 3. UDMKTD



TABLE III. DATA PARAMETERS

Variable Name

to Text

Page No.

in Text

Willamette Valley

(Il)

Coastal Region

(I2)

Eastern Oregon

(T3)

Variable Name

in Program

a 83 .6617 .544 .4095 EDAALFA

A 85 7. 7. 7. EDAA

OP 85 .47 .51 .62 EDAOP

WR
3

86 5,000. 5,000. 5,000. EDAAGWR

E IT
31,750. 37,325. 46,750. EDAECHO

PLF 11

.22 .22 .22 EDAPCTLF

- - .49 .49 .49 EDAPCTKF

FF 93 .46 .47 .63 EDAFMR

(Note: These parameter values were derived from aggregated U. S. Census of Agriculture statistics (59). See (86)

for raw county-level data and derivations)



TABLE IV. LEVEL INITIAL CONDITIONS

Variable Name

in Text

Page No.

in Text

Willamette Valley

(Iml)

Coastal Region

(I2)

Eastern Oregon

(I..3)

Variable Name

in Program

PL
1
(0) 62 30,000. 24,000. 20,000. UCPL

PL
2
(0)

,t

15,000. 12,000. 10,000.

PL
3
(0)

,s

2,000. 1,500. 1,000.
,.

PL
4
(0) 86 632. 250. 84.

II

L
1
(0) 77 (Calculated t..,0 using HDIST(0) 6 DENS(0)) UCLAND

II II

L
3
(0)

.. u .I

L
4
(0) 94 1,782,075. 1,501,292. 14,545,486.

u

L
5
(0) 98 5,884,491. 8,449,587. 13,084,718.

11

L6(0) 101 (Calculated t -O using initial labor values)
ti

L
7
(0) 106 320,000. I 160,000.

1

320,000.
,,

L
8
(0) 107 (A calculated residual)

1

- - 8,762,976. 10,416,000. 42,388,066. UDAREA

HDIST
1
(0) 77 .18 .05 .03 UCHDIST

2 .63 .45 .48

3 .19 .50 .49

DENS
1
(0)

to

12. 10. 8. UCDENS

2. 3. 2.5 2.0

3 .50 .45 .40



APPENDIX II - Program Listing

PI:1GPAM LANCUST
C
C C. C. CALLICAA
C CEnA';T"C.4r oT rirritfrAL A'41; LONDUIC?.ENCINECHING
C OPTGCN TIIVUSITY
C
C THIS TS 4 31.^-1(.ATIO1\ 4SOCL CF LAND DIE OYNA('ICS IN
C THE STATE" OF 0,..VGC.4. IT I. OrE CO4P..)Nis.NT OF A

C LARGE SJLIO-FC0CMEC THF STATE
C (vmrN ST41, STIULATIDN fr)U:L - IT WAS
C PqlS?AH!",O it! A CONT,'IL CAIA 3T 10 coAnif:R.

COvr'W. U4OFLH1S(,),114W(4),IYA.&(4)011INI4),LADOUT(4)
I ,UAECLI( 0.1),1,4C.;(3)0;A"Ii).01WT(4).UAU(i)0:4C(J)
2 ,,JALN(41,11ALt(i1.04.:41CLA,UAVA!";T(1),LAHCCN(3)
3 .IJAPNH(3),UALOT(3),IJACELF3I31,LAPHDC(5),UACCe.(100.4)
4 ,UAIHAT(130,4),U4Wk(1.1j.4).1JATCN4h(3ItUAIRNI5(3)
5 ,UALRS(4)

UlLTAkR1.-.91UD/D%E(3),Ill:ir'CF(1,1,3),LCCOEtili,2)
1 ,UCS"5.:(3),,,l'ILI-(1),W1AH!iC,LITI:,5INT,U0A0E11(i),FiEf.ICN(3)
2 ,TPIAXILJODopc..(T),LuTRN,i1(!) ,UPTR',147(3),SCTRNiC(3)

,U^T9N14(20,11flr,N54(11,,JCPIffTI1L,ITI.tIT,91,PTIME,IF.RIP
4 ,UC1,7.50LT(!),CP(i)
CO4MON UCWFC(41,UX(4),LCL1ND(1,3),USOCC(3),UCCHAT(4)

1 ,DLI-H(A),Ilth7C(i),CC-4Ar:(3),;JCINCA(3),UCNFIC(1).UCIRIG(3)
2 .UCNILORCAIU(;HSTK(S).L;-.:HOUIT(3,3),UCOENS(4.3)
3 .IJCPL(4.2).UCLPI41.,ICANFHHIL000ELSE(41.LxV4C(3)
4 ,Oxi-3TK(!),'JYJCC(TIx1-1C(J),UCPOTS'T(1,3),LCINjVAC(3)
5 0"C'Ad')(i),ICATiR(110'CAFIILii-A31.FICLL1R(.31.6COELSV
6 ,OXIVAC('1.1.CFAP,,.(1),CCEVW(D,UC!)PV(4.3)
Cc4HCN 1.-CAA6PR,TTAA(1),TDA1LcA('I.LCAACK(3),CUAYhO(3)
1 ,FAACIA1(;),rr'ACCHC(3),7:AT(3),ECAPPVAL
2 ,FAA1k1,,=AAL:TXP,U1ALTR(!),EAATEXP
3 ,FNIFUTKP(S) 1,11AGI<F,FCilA6KL,FilALrXP
4 .1-.C.AAR(1),EAADEXP,EDAAP(.0,E;3A0ACi
5 ,EAACI.L10-..AAP.,'OF.FAATTL.,C,CUACEOK(3).FCAKOCP(5)

,°4A!1 F 1111_ V 1 ( if' ( EC A4!Fr4 4,ANKG
7 IFAATUF;:00APCILF(1)0:f217ALJ(i).CCAOX4pECACLR
.ECAKLRlICCPT?,FCACFROAKFP07.C4OFLK

REAC IN DATA, POLICY VAIALLLS, AND INITIAL CCtIOITIONS

DATA (Pe,TAM6VALLEY,'iH'AISI ,6HEAST )

7 4 I. C. F'),, OUTImY 1,nAf-'1,". 7 * *
C5 T ii-CSUiof r. lUl.,"/U110.,6900.1

(ECIL IP( T) ,1=1,3)=17C16. ,45,3j. I
OATAIUCAFt(1).T.1.31=16L7A..220u.,26J01I
OATA(( ECLLFAI),I=1,1):14616.,20A00..13000.)
* * * * * 4 * * * * * * * 4 4

.trAC:(23201() (UOL TAXT ,(UOS1C(K),K=1,3)
1 ,(L[Tr'F(r),1=1.:1).(01T?.1!:7(1),I=1,3),(UOTqN47(1),I=1,3)
.(LCIWNA')(1),I=10)1(UCTiiN(I).1=1,3),(LDTRN54(I),1=1,3)
i(LCAEA:4(1),1=1.3).(UO/CNE(1),I=1,3)

4 .((lT,HPdVF(J,K.TI.I=I,(/.1<'/13),J=1.3)
6 ,((t.)(:lf-.-1(K,IIII=1.3),:-<=1,!),((UCP1T3I(K.1),I=113),K=113)
7 tt(UCHCIST(K,I),I=1,5)1'<=1,3).((UCOENS(K.I),I=1,3),Y=1,3)

RE110120,21J15) (fICANFFHT( I=1,1)

2
C

C

C
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C
C

C

C
C
r;

,(1;,:',LA'1.(K. I) T =I
I=1

Y (LLIC-.FL III I 1=1.
1 .'JC,A,!PI:0)!TrHl TTN

?ao) FC'frIT(
--\q.111 (t-.PA,04

1 ,(EE1AI/I=1.3
2 IECALEVIAI/RI=1.3
3 .(EAALFA(I),I=1,3
4 ,ItLAPCTLF(I),T=1.

OECAKC;:7.P(II,I=1.3
5 ,(ECAA6KII/11=1,3)

2100 FC.-).NATI3F15.01

SIAPT OF THE I LOOP
03 999 r =1,3

TIME=0.
17=3
xp=0
4IF=PLTPEP
OT=.1
IF=122979
UCDF:=3.1415976536
CALL EJUIP(I.5HFILE

INITIAL CONUITICNS

1,(11C0CAi_':'(11,1=1,3)

<11,PLID,Eq

1,(ECIP-,N(I).1=1.3).(F'1ASALV(I),I=1,3)
/.(,_-.31LE42(I1,1=1,3)0AA(I),I=1,3/
/,C=EIECF-OII1,I=1,31,(E0AjPII/11=1,3)
3),IFIA0CIFFIIIII=1,3)
),F.:OAF1K(I),I=1.1)

(?7GICNS)

OC 150 K=1.3
UCAL:C(K)=LCAFHHTIIIrU;POI'A(K,I)
UCEIF(K)=C.EAFEHHT(I)*UCHCI:1C<,I1
UC1C:(K) mUCHHIKI
UANLICI.</=.0554UCCCC(4)
UCJIVAK)=,.!
UAVAt;ICKI=11A'IVACI()0CV10(4)
UCH:iTV(KI=UCCCCIKI+LAVACI(K)
UCLArE(KII=UOHSIK(KI/LOCtNS(K,I)
1.111)C;;IIK1=1.

UCINCVACtTI=.
150 OC"AINUE

C A3 ? INITIAL
FCIACKF=CCAAC!<II)*E
UCrAPtIIII=W;LANCI4,
t1:Dry(4,r)..Ap.-1(4
EC1AGKO=LGAAIT)"
EAlLI=EC7L'IP(I)
FALI=i.C"13',(I)
FAFLI=I7CAFOLR:!(I)
EAALI=ECLL1P(I)
FANFH14I=LC1N:-,IHT(I)
UALINIT=UCLA;10(4,I)

C
C

CC:111TILlS
OAPCIKF(I)
i//jCFNWITI
II*UCPLI4,II
CAISKF

START OF CALCULATIONS
13 CCNTINUE

UC1hC(I)=0.

PeR TIME > 0.
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UCOELSV=1.
C
C 05mANO FOR IN1USTRIAL / CCMPERCIAL LAND
C

C
C
C
C

C
C HCJSING DEMAND
C

QC 3Jj K=I,3
Ux40C(K1=FOANFNHT(I) UCPOI31(K,I)
UACtLHCO(K)=UXACC(K)-UCHOOIN1
uA1FL7(K)=0.

33J CONTINUE
or 349 K=1,3
IFILACELHCO(K).LT.0.) GO TO 34'i
CC 343 J=I,3
UAHINCR(J)=UDHPRFF(K,J,DfUAOILHOOM
uAnFLO(J1=uAUCLC(J)ruAHINCRIJ)

343 CCNTINuF
GC IC 347

345 CCNTINuE
nc 346 J=I,3
un-q/NQR(J)=W:4DIST(J,I),UADELHOCIK)
UA9ELO(JI=UAOELO(J)+UAHINCR(J)

UACCML=ECSLFIR(I) /2C.
UANFGL=CCmL9P(I)/30.
UAFCOL=ECArOLIPAI1/25.
UA4OPL=EOLLB2(I)/7,
UAINCLNC=uACOlLtuAmFGL+UAFOCL+UAWUPL
IF(.NOT.IT) uCLAND(6,I)=UAINULNC
UAINUCIF=UAINOLNJ-UCLANO(e,I)
fF(LAINCOIF.GT.UCINOVAO(I l) GC TO 920
UATNOTRN=0.
UYINOVAC(I)=UOINOVACIIIUAINODIF
GC TC R30

921 UATNOTRN=UAINODIF-UCINOVAC(I)
UxINCVAC(I)=0.

930 CCNT1NUC
uATRN16 (I)=UCICSPLT(I)cUAINOTFN
UATF0\46(I)=UAINOT4N-UAT9N16(I)

START OF THE K LOOP
PRICE OF NEN HOUSING, QUALIFYING INCOME, ANC LANC RENT

CC 200 K=1,3
IF(II)UORL(K,I)=UCPLIK,I)4(1.4(UALANOS-UCLANO(4,I))
1 /(LCZONF(I)*UALTNIT*UOYKTO))
UALCT(K)=IUCLIL(N,I)+UOSOC(K))/UCGOEN(K,I)
U4PN( K)=.5*(SOPT(1.7777Fe+4.*UALOT(K)/5.E-61-13331.)
uCT^:Cy(K)=4..toAPIH(K)*(COINT/(1.,ExPt-UCAMPO
1*ALc0(1,+ClINTI))+UOLTAYR(I)l
IF(IT)UILS(K)=UCL(K)
UCLR(K)=.12*UiPtH(K1*000ENS(K,I)
IF(ITIUCRLIKIT)=NCPL(K,I)*(1.4AUCLR(KI-LALRSTK))

I /(UALRi(Kl.PuUAKTO11
20J CCNIINuF

UALAKOS=UCLAN0(4,I)
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3'46 Cr.ITINUt.:
347 CC A 1 I

343 CCNTINU;
C

C HCUANG `-,TAC!e.
C

UITENP=1.
IC 4A0 K=1,3
IF(LICE11(,:).ST.UCVIG(<)1 NC TI

C **(U$CCC, UYvIC, ANC Uto-.i1K AkE OISPLV:E0 LEVEL UPOA1ES)4*
Ux1Fc(K1=UCCO':',(K),WvIFLO(K)
LiwV/F(K)=Ur:VA(:(KI-U/10-..CH()

rd iN5
350 CCNTINUF

UYOCC(KLA000CC(K)+UIilF10(K3-!)CJAC(K)
U/IIC(K)=U.

355 CCATI) LE
UIAVIC(K)=(.L5+.00J6*TI4F1'UXJCG(K3
tiIiICTIK)=UX4If:(.<14-CIA4IC( <)
Ux.ItAK(i0=9YCCI:(<1 +L9cim
UICE:LHS(K)=UxHIK(K3-U,3H(l)
U114CCNO0=uI.2IHS(K)e.1Ict.':000(K)41IT
UITENP=UITEP*1J11-ICON1fl7(L1FNH(K)-UILOT(K)1
IF(LACFANtie.).LE.0.1 Alr:EAHS(K)=0.
UlIN(K)=UAOF.LHS0<)/UOt;(1EIN(K,I)*UI1OUTIK3

40J CCATINUL
UCNhC(I)=UCNHCII)+UATFTIP

C
C PF7;ICENTTAL LAND CONVEEICH
C

CC 500 4
U/11.M(K)4AIIH(K-1)
IF(.NCT.IT) W:5;HAT(K)TUACCUI(30/01.
IFI,NOT,IT) 9AGINI41=0.

501 CCNTINUf:
UlICUT31)=WITRu15ITI
V/HAT(1)=0A,A0T(1)/JT
UCTP15(1)=UCLINC(4,I)*(101PF(T)
Cc, 5C0 K=E 4

505 UC1FAI(K)=6CuHAT( K)*(W1010(K)/CT-UCIHAT(KII/UCIAU
C
C Ac4.1CLLTUQAL SECTCR OP CPEGC1tS F.C(1NOY
C
C PR1CUCTIAN FUNCTION (MCCIFIE0 CCO1I-DOuGLI5.)

E1 IIFF.R=E1/II(T);!=_XP(t9IILFAlIP'ALC5(ECAACK(I3)3*
1 E4H3(1.-EAtALFA(TWALCG(UCLAAF(4,IllIfM(FCAPHC(I);TINF)4TT

C A50ICULTUc!Al. LrEiOR
C Cnv'ANC, F')' HIREC F17ta 1./1-CR

Enic,i_v1(7s)=113.*Er,a703,?1.ilxF (-LFARHO(I)*TI1"E)/EOAECE.0(I)
C tit:401:P .J FARM HINICE:ri

(;')= t1C'Ff
,IAL] FCR VROF:j.S'ACt.ALS

PAIGLA0(1) =0.
C
C INTEREST, TAX, LAOOR, INC OFFRATIN7, EXPENSES
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EA1It.TzJ.7*CDINT
EnITEXP=UL.!PVIS.,T),*1 111 U?(1)4OT
EAAIUXP,AUEJ(4,I1*:;1PCILF(1)7EAAINT,FCAAGKF*6131hIlf0T
EAILFAP=1 rAGLAP(3)*L'a434k(I)cUT
FAACEXP=CDA0P(1)/FCAIG02

C OFFERRfl ANNUAL CAPITAL GAIh RESULTING FPCM INCREASE IN
C SPrCULATIVF VALUF OF ASRICJLTUPAL LAN/

EAAC4CG=0.
IF(UCOELSV.GT.C.)EAA94CG=LCU5LSV

C
C AGRICULTURAL CAPITAL Fr:RN/1(10N

FAAULM-.rCAAC,PP-FAATEAO-iLAAIFXR,EAALFXP
1 -FAACEXP
IF(EAACrLM.LT.O.) GO TO 510
EA1P41JF=EAACEL"
EA1EILKC.FAAryaFv.F:E,A.)0K(1)-(c1ilf)(C)4COAKEER(I)*CT
FAU:ELKF,..FDALEV1(I)v_A4PCFvECAFKOK(I)
1 +ECALEV(I)v-EAAOACG-6+CAAGKF*FDAKOERII)*OT
GC TO C3o

51) EAAPPCF=J.
EAATLPF=.25vICAAGPR
IF(-EAAOELM.LT.EAATUFF) SC T1 520
EAACELK0.EAA9ELM*(ECAASKO/ECAAGK(Ill/E0ASALV(I1
FA4CELKE=EAAUELM4AFCAASKF/ECAACK(I)J/E0ASALV(I)
GC TC 53)

529 EAACELKE=0.
FIAEEL141=0.

539 CUITINUE

AGRICULTURF CWIPUT VARIAILES
IF(II)UALPS(4)=UCLP(4)
UCLP(4)tt'3.1AHELP/U.:LANC(4,I)
TF(Tr) UC0L(4,I)=UCPL(4,1)*(1.4(UCL2(4)*UALPS(4))

1 /ILALI;1(4)*UlAKTO))
ECAA6P,2=10.*ECAASPq
ECI:PP:21:.*E,110[Lm/rAAIL4E(2)
ECACXPiECA4GPt/ECAAC<(1)
EC1C1PtrCA1CP1/U1LANO(4,2)
FC110.14:F.:AAG(/)/UCLANC(4,I)
ECAkCR=10.*CAIPPOF/ECIIGPR
LCACF!)=LCAAGP/UCFAR:A(f)
ECIKFP=ICAAGK(1)/UCEAPP'(I)
ECACELK=EAADELKO,EAAOELKF

C
C VCN THUNNEN CgItIFTPY
C

UAT=0.
CC 553 K=1,3
uAT=LAi.00LAHO(K,T)

550 UAAIIK)='3URT(OAT/URPIE)
UACIP.1J AT+OCLAN11(4,I1
Uv?.mAX=S00E(UACAR/UCPIFI
OA' T(4)=UARMAX
UAl(I)=2.*UACAPT(1.-1./UARMAX)
UAC(I)--.U40(I)I,UAC4R
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nC 570 K=1,3
U",4(KI.IJAwT(r') /UAAx.

573 CCOlkUE

C Wr_CULATIVF VALW: OF 1(0,, ICULIURAL LANG

J=1
Ulx;1=1.+SCINTUULTAV4(I)
U41(E=1.f1,./(S1ErJtUULTAXP(I)1
IF(UCOHAT(41.E.C.) 1-'1 TO 681
UJ=0.
UnK.O.
tifylw(1,4).-UM1()
1.18,L.,(1,4).urr,L(30-)
UATHATIJ,41=7.
U1'G=NCU.e.(414-15.*(FAATFKI-,4AAATEXFI/UCLANCT4,1))/(1.+GOINT)

66,3 J.:J*1
01'4;s(J,T)=IiAl.:(A)f-FLCAT(J-1)*,C1
U!)IFAI(J,41=j10TE*(U1,A14442.10(UAWW(J,3).*2.-UANW(1,1)
1 "2.)/UCuHAT(4 )
IF(LATHAT(J,4).CE.30'.3.) IC TO 680
1;:(UATHAT(J,4).G7,V.) GO TC r,70
IJAn=LxP(UAlqAT(J,41*ALCONA,(Alf
08XC=UCPL(3 1)/(.0)03
Ullxr=t.-1.4A,U1
UvIL6(J,4)=WIV:fuAY0*,JAA*OAxF
IF(UPIPL4(J,4).LE.UCFL(q,111 50 10 570
UASTCP=).
IF(UAPL(J-1,4))1JASIoratA!!5(LAPLo(J,4)-UAPL>10-1,41)
1 TJAPL(J-1,41
TF(UASICooLfH"Crl) GO TC 673
U4XGtUAPLW(J,41+JAPLN(J-1,4)
UaX=.2q*(UOG-2.#0C0L(4,1))

(14<JTUAx..WJAvT
WIKK=11,1)CO.UAY4*LAxT
GC IC E5)

570 RJ1J
JJ1J
U.';PLC(4)=11Axi:/UAXJ

HO!;PFC(4)=Ux`3PL-.C(4)
!!C^AL.,A=0,1=Vx3PFC(4)-UCPFC(4)
GC TO ?IC

Fn] unTE,AI(J.4)=1)G0.
OAPLII(J14)=UrPL(4,I1
Ufv4k(J,3)=UAN(3)
U)L3PFC(41=iJ.
UCOELSP(',)=0.
JJ=1

707 CCNTINW.-.
LC3ELSV=UCLANO(4,TroUCJELSP(4)

C
C UPIATE Li=VFLS
C

DC A80 K=1,3
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1'.1 rc:.)(<, tLn Jr''(!<)-TIQOUT(K)
Ur".1_,I.[(4,T)=W:LWIr( 4,1)tfL:1.?f-,'IfIlfIJETON44(I))*C1

1 -.1n ";.;4 -, (1 ) r:.) 1f
!.;(:1_11'. 71 I) ( (..11 -',/1T,O,.'.>7 (I)

1 -1 (1 I 1,-f!T
1.1!.1_10';(c , I 14 R 1""t 1,2( I) t fl-Nt- (11)
1Jr.:1 f 7, I I =' A 10(7, I) + IL II )1,47(111*CA'
U AL 1:: =
CC PTO K=1,7

323 AlI(f<, I)
1.:CF1":/f I I =11f:i f 1+01'1(.1Jc:1-( I) °UCFM1Z(I)
!JCL 0,1(3, I )=.11111,! Al I)-urut,s1-1nn 1A K-1,1

,!!;.1,( <C ,t1,1) ()
11CM,_:151 (4, f ) 1C14!( 71;11%Fti1-,T (I
tiCif /UCLA JC(K, I)

891 CC:III NuF
11C K=1,3
Ur'('(, (K =UXCI7C (K.1
UCJAC(K),OvV7,0,(K)

;r K)
89U 11C;41i. ft. K)

U177,rEr(4)=Xli;PFC(4)
1/C T.t.fl VAC (1) =,ix! rr7VACC!)
i ca3CKF =f (:1; ,;I Cl IAIU LKF

ECIA6v(I1uCoKFfEC41,,K0
C
C
C

C

1000
C

WRIIF..(1,11-,0),T6ION(I)
1053 Fl2.;"31f1q ,3Y,A(:,5Y)

01. TR; T ?ell TILL'S

IF(FTP.LT.PLTc'FP) UC TO 241
W'11 (III.E.T.C) UM'f n7t,n I Mil, ,5K, 5141114E =5.1)

WRIfr ,1100)7C,41F,i1-4 (1),L;MIC ( I)
1111 FC 'PAT( l'43,1PX,trICN-FA = t F12.2

1 ,';XstNEA !IC:H311'J; CC15Ti.!UCTIqr. = SF12.2)
C

t4.?1' fl 1.10J.;1'.111','N1 et I) ,LJATf. 146 CI )
1121 FC T ( 1H0,16Y, 00F_S1r3. IC II\ 1/CCM = tF12.2

1 ,-;)(, tAr,.'1.1',. TO INI)/f3 ii iF 12. 0)
C

14PITP (1,1200)
1203 FC?,11 I (11,1,17'(, 11-11.31- 9F1V1 f 'ft ,4 X, PIE lIUM Or_NSIT `ft

1 ,7X,71_,.1 ,.21.).31 TY t,EX ICPICLIL LqAL/)
C

1.1q11-I(1,1311.:1(11frH(K),K=1,11,(UC)IC(0,K=1,1)
1 ,(LACE.LHP,; (K),K=1.,?) (1.:Cr...)1";T (K, I) ,K=1,31
2 , ,(Lac--...L0(K),K=1,3)
to I (LALOT (K) ( 71,

LIIPNH (K) ,K=1 5), (U!3INCH(K) ,K=1,3)
fUCVA(3(K) ,K=1 ,



C

C

C

7 ,(11/1rVArA,:),<=1.).(Cf(K)01,1,3)
,(U.::".:':(),/=1,i),(ii;'/A/),(_)
.11,.`0,:1:(K),<=1,',),4',1V,IL-'::11.1,',/,i)

1301 =-1f11.'1/1F ,72Xc;HLCI<C =3F1'1.4
1 /11! LW=0711.4/1A =.0-11-1.4

/1_H 7.1r 1.4/1H ,2Y.,1HLAJELO
/1HC,',7',:,1'111!;1_^.T =1E1'1.4

6 /1H ,?4,')'-.0i;j\F =iF11.4/1H ,J1,19UCTINC =ic18.4
/1NC,2X,9'111CVI.0

7 /1H ,,ci:111V!1'; =1r11.4/1i1 ,2X,1'111A1iaCT .3F1M.4
'1 /1H ,?X,9'1WACC ='1E11.4/11 ,2YOHUCHSTK =',F18.4
9 /1H :Ir11.4/14 IX,1HUAOELHI =5E14.4)

4PITF(I,141.:)(JA1J (K) K=14,4)
1 ,(LAr.-IN(K),K=1,4),(1(1!)..!=1,4)
2 OLUMAT(K).<=1,41,(UC9L(<,f),K=1,4),(UCLR(K),K=1,4)
i ,(U(. 1A-A.:(K),.(=1,41,(UrCL-AAFA,K=1,41

1400 FC.2NAT(140.2/igHW11.4 =4E1'1.4
1 /1H ,2x,9101:IN =4F13.4
2/1N f"'.,'HUni:UT =14,4/1H ,?Xt9HOC')HAT =4F18.4
1 /11- ,2K14111CPL =4E11.4/111i),X,9,19CLA =4E18.4
4./1H ,2X.T(O.HiPEC =4F11.4/1H ,X,1HUCiELSII =4F18.4)

WPTTE(1,145U)UGBELSV
/451 Fa7MAI(1H ,2x,tUCOUS4 =1,5'4X,F1u.4)

iRITE(1,15Jc)(OrLANCIK11),K=1,1)
150t) Ee')NAT(1Vid,41X,MCLANJ (AC,"11//1,4 14X,tHIGH,OX,$ME01

1 OX,YLCW/,1,/AGt,IglivCRI,'A,/INit,(1X,i4IL0/,7X,fC1)1E0,
2 /1H ,(F12.0)

6Rftr-(1911..;,!)
1601 Ff!').t!Illi1,10,,i1A,1_;;,131,1.11"IVE

1 ,6X, Jr T. )1 At ,ii4r IL

W;Tft:(I,1711-1)(1...PPLW(J,4),I.
1711 F'71)NAT(1X,'(l 31,4)

01,J. Or AG LANnt

A1-iAT(J,4),unith(J93),J=1,JJ1

W4ITC(1.118r)01VAAGN,EAArAAV(1),F.AAGLA1(2)
1 Ir'ill1;1.11-1(:1)
2 ,Flit).11)(P,FA,trrY,O,FAIL':XP,t'AAf,J.XP
!

4 ,rn,',1..fltfle.CACL1,4,'_flAr71R
1891 .10:11.11',x,tFAAGLAIt=t,FI0.0

1 ,5x,tFAAGLto?=trio.0,1-A,/-:pAhLA,Li=t,F10.0
=$,E1J..1

,IY,IFAA1EYP
4 /11-,2x,r(:VC,Kr7

=/,F10.0
OX,/i.;.j., =,,E10.1/1',0,eX,A0K,7 =x,F11.2

7 ,IX,/iCAOL, =t,F1U.2
,ix,tcCAR1P =A,F1d.?)

WkrIC(1,185C)ECAnkrP.I.CA7FLK,E1AJELM
li5) FC?PAill'10,X,f1".CAOF'r? =,F11.1

1 ,5X,JFCAKIP =i,E1G.0,5X,tEC:ACILK =1,F10.0

170
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2 ,5X.tEAADEL1 =t,F10.01
C

IF=7
241 CCNTINuF

C
C NCUSEKtEPING
C

IT=IT+1
IF=IF+1
PIP.ic

TPIEIT*OT
IF(TI^II.C.T.TiMA)) GC Tl 194

C
C * * TFP,DOPAPY PPRULArTON * *

ECINFHH1(11=1CANEHHT(I)*(1.+UCPCPC7(I)*OT)
ECSI!!2(1),,1GGLP(I)*(1.1UL.,CO1 -!(I)*i)T)
EC4IARII)=C.CLIJP(I)*11.*UFRCPCR(II*OT/
FCIFCLF3R(I)rr-C&FJLeRtI1*(1.40C1CPGR(I)*CT)
rCLLrj.P(I)=FCLUIR(I1*(1.4ULPFRUR(I)*OT)*******************
GC TC 10

995 CCITINUE
999 CCNTINUF

CALL EXIT
ENI
FUNCTION RANIAJR1

C THIS IS A SOr:P,'OG;,!AM WHICH GEt0=PAIFS UNIEC4MLY
C IFITRILIUTPA PSUE00RAVC4 NLAVEPS OVER TIE RANGE
C /ERG ONE.

IP,ANTC(O ANnI2F,31,1151607)+1772/2103186071
POAC=IR/01PN07.
Rt.TUI04
GNI
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APPENDIX III - Sample Output Listing

IIME. 5.0
YALLEV

1404-FAPP, HlUiENCLDS .. 545811.91

RF11TO. TO 1NC/CCM = 31.5G

HIGH )04srly PIILM OF.NSITY

IsfM 3-CW111C C(11:511itAIIrt, = ??375284.5,

AC41C. IC 13.1 /11,W

LOW CE4TTY AGPP7LLTUOAL

ur..k = 101064.5744 144146.7416 96449.5451
LC4177, . "102227.9217 30212.9441 54'.4.1311
L37.'_1_0^C. 1.0..2.451.1 75.2734
,7171S3 = .1131 .6377 .17/1
117,r55 = 12.111 2.334i .117.15
l:= LC . 254.9712 775.2551 59.3143

Ltt.7.1 6135.465'4 11127.9152
L1,Nq = 25651.4?91 34.55.0111
1.1111.10 = 5312.2311 4634.7426 11710.4241

U7:32
58,11.7451, 20132.511i 5(17.c'11-

T = 59;1.74';:i 70112.5137 'A".07.c!56
1J11,,4.5/41 344146.7484

'4'7K 1(78119.3)24
= 3"1".1177 1144.4447
= 775.1181 441.3727

t.., ':,53 .2.5'.14 .4 -1.' 1. C.C.,54.4) 334.6/13 471.2'41.
31 :7,...7. .. '1.5117 54.4221 :34.17';1 471.2114

11 = .115.1174 534.449i 3319.41.61 4674.17',
1:::: = 51113.1711 15518.4334 20E4.U137 ...7.153,2

U:Lt . 22754.9446 9221.5416 2093.3711 21.5119
1..,-.77=E17 0 0 J 195.2',14
1..C75 . J 0 J .1':.19
61.11.1jV = $35E15.i:c"3

HIC,H
8879

LCM
122725 204158

UCLANO - (ACRES)
AG FCQ 11,0

175,1519 5884491 31.-A,',

475,1
432'):1

SPECULAITVE VALUE OF (01 LAN3 E:T. TIME UNTIL CONVERSION OA44
2.164.11c1 447?

1171 .7190 4'13
3477.5211 1.441E 41J4
17.1.11.4 241E74 4,F.1
171
16!5.5133 i.g1t1A 4112
1553.1156 4.367P 4122
1444. -J1.43 5.1J83 414
142..52:5 41.'0

1. ' 4192
1.141.71,.;5 7.351,! 4',32

1.,i/41
1 J. 3113 N.8,;43, 4:14?
1151.222E 9.121:e 422
1111.1.'7:1 11.3122 4'8?

11.1614 4i1?
17 11.1142 412?

.1.44.111j. 12.3111, 4'42
51,1.1.1'14 13.4415 415"

14.2746 4'1?
111.C'111 4.J?

"72. 15.9514 44??
447.117 1;,.451 4447
421. ;154 17.441c.

4412
77...; I 174 lq.C14 4',12
7'.0ie 189: 1.4510
741.1143 20.4112 4542'
72.4.5147 21.417

22.2314 4.1?
ti13. .119 23.1213 4'

31i51
E17.1_ 24.741:0 q`.42
655.1373 2'1.6197 ,62

ECA.7GP2 . 226269258 FAAILA91. 0 EAAGLA22. E831 EAAGLA?3. 7127

EAATE%. . 2805675 EilIFW . 17011231 CA144101' . 1,..3292 Fitt:CI AP . 1u6,ael5

EOAAGO. . 7079337 Fr.1111-3x0 . 72747065 ECAALK . 143411.143 ICAPCP . 5315

1.51 = 128.51 ECAKLA = '11.43 1C1.4UP

C-11F4 = 15135 C1AKFR = 9641 LCAULLK = 3141b1 !AL':,LA
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TU.E. 5.0
EAST

NON-FAPM 10USECLOS = 58564.21 HEW FGUiING CC(iI9UCTICN . 3171!14.11

QFSI9. To InC7CCM = .69 ACt:IC. IC 1101/GOF ., 6.25

HIGH FSITV FECIUM T1P1SITV Lew GFFETY AGPrLL1L1AL

UC-'N = 2130.11T,1 29153.0491 27045.211)
6C -TC = 000'54.11.59 3221.7515 292..411
UA711-1C.
toC,'IST Z

109..115 6.429E .:,i4-,
.':1,4 .5)12 .4625

UCCFN . 7.97n5 1.9946 .1511
LI7EL: . 11.3310 42.1533 21.4717

UAL2T = 2754.7142 6254.5244 10006.712
U.1=\, .

u I': .
1',77.7414 26.:13.7451 34711.e4i,
4911.3119 8i16.6154 15984.1157

UCJ:6 . 0 U J

u'l,...1r. = 173.E467 1712.4774 1573.'137.,
Uli:',71 = 173.5557 1712.4774 1575.',!22

. 7141.1161 211'53.0441 27085.H-25i
L'In:TK . 2253.6611 31355.5465 21(55.9,,)1
U!-.7),. = 14.74i2 117.1454 '1.4'.21
LA2LLFG = 12.1244 11.6745 26.3)12

UA1 . .2.:44 .0324 .0777 1.6351
GI:IN = 2.:513 46.5410 112.4271 n

-.- . 431? 7.2)82 46.'.411 117.4270
672-:.1 r 6.417 ?1.1121, 4T-1.171 1115.2270
U.:'L . 20.01.2111 10010.1612 1002.E5.1 85.4035

JCLa = 15044.'295i 6294.1486 16F5.7116 2.0195
GC79. . 0 0 0 248.,778
L.;7rLca = j 0 1 .(298
LC7.,C1 = 42.2671.0L02

UCLANC - TACRLS)
FIGH NC! AG FC/ IND wILC 011FP
281

,LOF
15526 71013 14531441 13014718 3471 32ji00 143',2G0

59FCLLATIVE VALUE CF At; LAN1 EST. TIME UNTIL GOIVEN5ION UAW.
1002.530 0 0772
720.1322 4.105.! u/t2
511.4F1 4.2150 1817
370.4515 t2.,307
274.6179 17.0417 3152
220.1/91 2(1.6757 Lnt?
155 1741 20.i057 0142
12!.41E1
161.401:

40.54oe
40.7834

AG.1112 41.7251

ECAAGPT = 25.651529 cAA6LA11. 0 EAAGLA02= 5734 LAAGLA12. til47

EAATT,40 . 24436)42 LA.IIE1 9 = 1851642 CAALLXP = 2473274 EAACUX9 . Ix 6'.6046

ECA46K9 .. 76754(.9) F:24411K1 . 79013205 ECAAGK . 1EE767295 FCAPFP . 5799

ECA'KR . 1.73 Cr.ACLF = 14.41 ECAKLN = 10.7] I! /'OF . .11

EcAcF; . 21.,15 f:AKFR = 17012 ECAOELv = 114245 FAACtLM = 1036157



T1.'''=
lESI

Jr,..- =
L:1-.: =

L3''lm?C=
L' 'ITT .
L:2-N5 =

:1-`'17. =

MIEN
824

174

NCN-FAM HOUSENCLCS 143E57.87 PEW 1-00518L CO4%TRUCTICI, , 5145.11.13
RESIO. To /NC/CCH 3.60 AGRIC. TO DO/COM = 14.4;
HTGO OENSTIY prolum (TENSITY LOW CE45ITY AGPIOLLTUTAL

7871.3,111 68194.8345 67721.744
1143'0.11)3 8619.4723 711.2834

268.1340 17.2345 1.4337
.::54',

13.J.,75
.4741

2.4331
.4715
.4413

27.7473 201.1,515 57.3489

21,711.1551 5944.9536 13Q,'2.8237
15101.2711 2.,53 (.3979 348,35.14,,i
4953.9141 8174.115111 11178.6421

1 3 3

451.E411 140.1141 2928.4313
453.c..11 5r,1.3341 39?8.4315

78.!1.1111 191 '''4.448'.; 67731.744ezilA 72054.9126 71Ef2.C1157
37.61 !,.,
.I'I.1131

285.3247
217.4215

132.4993
3-4.7151

.02?1 .1327 .2352 1.00^.0
e"-.C/47 93.5794 I737.1,19 '1

I.",31; 5.174.' 11..i'14 7'.i7.111A
I' , 137 65.210' 927.114 'I',.:.947I

24735.3J !,. 12353.7167 1541.8336

18E93.5331 71131.3582 1883.2247 4.7:13
9 3(1.I?r7

.2441
31,3131,.9445

UCIAND - IlICRfS1
LOW AO FC11 13.11 niHik

2661,; 154151 148,3406 8449517 3:.17 11lt3J 119231

iP=7,LLATtvE vAiuE Cr AG l'INC EST. Tim! UNTIL CCNYEP5I08 °i!t;1551.133 0
-414

? i. 11.; .951 i?
11:..5513 1.1240 14"
1233.11',J 2,8946 541'
1142441i4 .1.4711, 341)
100....141 4.315TI13
99(.4.941 901439 il:'..i

-III. 1441 60'319 34 12
qc1.11,71 7.8140 i -13
Pi !. 113'4 8.4374 3,55..!
731.':71 9.e483 3',53
1,9.1)11 2J.86145 3.72
64:.1114 11.e164 3-.9?

3,-i.31,44 12.9141 3,1?
513 ),,=.1.3, 13.,1475 14

,..7,4,4 14.c864
441.1',24 16.1il1
4i -1. r,' 17.0915 ',, 32

433.1147 18.1277 5712
4C1.,15 1'4.1915 371?
316.747., 2:.2571 ' /5'

3. I. JO:: 21..!404 3772
244.4,::27 22.4193 I/1%
3?.1.14? 23.e.042 ,12
312 ...7?2:! 24..444 S, .13
2-1-. 1'5; 25.f-I15 ,5?
281.7497 2E.7923
2,':':,.317 27.:998 ,.f,:z.

257. 316 :1 21.113C 3 it?
247. '',i2.7 32.1319 1,32

FC11GF7 = ,/7.44:3,o1 ! Ala Ail= n

1411'.,' = 79A176 1 1.1F x, = 574585

r--C<' = 1715041" 1'13;4° = 17677163

67125: . 1.,,0 3 '.1212 = 11.'71

F r...6CF.4 = 11443 1',AKF I4 = 6887

EAA3.11102= :2571 F AA6111'1,

EAALEXP = 77618C TAP.C1XP .

ECAACK = 341.773,11 !-rC;:-Id .

121536

FrAtIILK
,

=

,.'.!.17

II.244

'' 1 I,I-

relArtLy =


